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Rodeo, tobacco butt heads
Ja k e A s h le y
MUSTANG DAILY

Smokeless tobacco has long been associated with
rodeo culture, but if a local campaign has its way. Cal
Poly students will not be able to receive individual
scholarship awards fnim tobacco companies.
The Cal Poly Rodeo team has faced an anti-tobac
co campaign since last year. The San Luis Obispo
County Department of Healths Tobacco Control
program looks to eliminate even the most peripheral
connection to smokeless tobacco.
While neither Cal Poly nor the rodeo team has any
affiliation with tobacco companies, students who
compete in intercollegiate rodeo competitions can
win scholarships on an individual basis ftom the U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco Co.
A.ssociate Dean of the College of Agriculture Mark
Shelton fears that the Buck Tobacco campaign, which
is connected to the department of health, is allowing
a misconception about the issue to continue.
“The misunderstanding comes from the statement
that Cal Poly Rodeo is sponsored by the U.S. tobac
co industry,” Shelton said. “Maybe we’re splitting
hairs, but I think that it’s an important distinction to
say that the rodeo program does not receive any
money directly for support from the tobacco industry.”
The money that comes in from the U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco Co. goes directly to students if they have
competed at a high level of National Intercollegiate
Rodeo Association competitions. The NIRA is col
lege rodeo’s equivalent of the NCAA.
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Co. is a national sponsor of

the NIRA, along with companies
/ tltim
such as Wrangler Jeans, Best Western
International and Dodge trucks.
Shelton said while some schools
can offer full-ride scholarships to
students who compete on their
teams. Cal Poly does not have
that kind of money available;
therefore, many students rely on
their winnings from rodeo
competitions.
Jesse Segura, an agriculture
graduate student, said that
winning tobacco scholar
ships was a big part of being
able to attend Cal Poly.
Segura was the region’s
four-time saddle bronc
riding champion and was
the all-around winner at
the
National
College
Finals.
“I won close to $10,(KX) bucks in scholarship
money from them over four years,” Segura said. “That
helped me so much for being able to pay for my
school, and I don’t even use the tobacco product.”
For Segura, the Buck Tobacco campaign is a mis
placed effort that will hurt students more than it will
help Cal Poly.
“We’re all adults,” Segura, 24, said. “ It’s up to us to
make our own decisions. They’re not out there push
ing it to us.”
While U.S Smokeless Tobacco won’t comment on
the negative health aspects of their product — “moist
se e Tobacco, page 2
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The B uck Tobacco
ca m p a ig n h a s been
p ro m o tin g th e ir c a u s e
w ith a d v e rtis e m e n ts
s u c h a s th e o n e a b o ve .

SACRAMENTO — Two days
before he is set to release his revised
budget
plan,
Cîov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
Tuesday
announced a spending deal with
state university officials that trades
spending cuts and fee increases now
for future financial support.
It’s the
third
such
deal
Schwarzenegger has reached with
key interest groups before the
release of his revised budget plan
and is part of what the administra
tion hopes will be a wave of support
that will help pass this year’s budget
on time.
While the agreement with uni
versities saves the state only about
$660 million next year — out of an
estimated budget shortfall of $17
billion
—
it
may
help
Schwarzenegger pass the first bud
get on time since 2000.
Some Democrats, whose party
controls both houses o f the
Legislature, denounced the deal,
saying it limits university enroll
ments and breaks a 40-year promise
to students o f a state-supported
higher education to qualified stu
dents.
They also criticized the gover
nor’s budget agreements with inter
est groups before delivery of the
proposal to the Legislature. Already
the governor has agreements with
the state's powerful teacher’s union
as well as with trial judges. On
Wednesday he is expected to
announce an agreement that locks
in $2.6 billion in cuts to local gov
ernment over the next two years.
On another front. Treasurer Phil
Angelides — a likely Democratic
challenger of Schwarzenegger in
2006 — also warned Tuesday that
the administration's budget plan
may do nothing to solve California’s
fiscal problems. He said unless the
governor proposes tax increases
along with deep spending cuts, the
state will face a $10 billion deficit in
2005-06.
Despite
the
criticism,
Schwarzenegger said he looked for
ward to working with legislators
after he releases his budget plan
Thursday afternoon.
“The legislators are my partners,”
Schwarzenegger said. “We have had
se e Budget, page 2
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Budget
co n tinu e ^ro m page 1
great success up until now working
together and we will have great suc
cess in the future. ... No one is
excluded in the process.”
The governors $99 billion budget
draft released in January called for
about $9 billion in cuts and savings,
and another $5 billion in borrowing
and fund shifts along with a variety
of other moves and savings. But the
governor proposed no new taxes.
Although the administration has
not revealed many details about the
revised spending plan, lawmakers in
both parties have said they do not
expect to see any major changes
from Schwarzenegger’s original
proposal.
But if the January budget isn’t
changed dramatically, Angelides
said, the state will face up to a $10
billion deficit that will begin build
ing in 2005. Also, he said the deals
Schwarzenegger has made with
interest groups to restore money in
the future only add to the problem.
“I'm mystified at the governor’s
approach,” Angelides said.
The deal with the universities
would impose a 14 percent increase
on student fees next year and anoth
er 8 percent increase each of the
next two following years.
Currently, the average annual fees
paid by resident undergraduate stu
dents in the University of California
system is $5,437, and $6,546 for
graduate students. In the state sys
tem, average fees are $2,046 for
undergraduates and $2,782 for
graduates. The higher fees would
begin in the fall.

The governor promised to begin
restoring university funding begin
ning with a 3 percent increase in
2005-06.
If lawmakers approve the deal as
part of the budget, it will mean the
lifting of the cap on enrollments in
CSU schools next year, said CSU
Chancellor Charles Reed.
Some Assembly Democrats called
the agreement an “outrage.”
“We reject it,” said Assemblyman
Marco Firebaugh, D-South Gate,
adding that UC and CSU systems
need to “think through and analyze
the implications of this policy.”
In other budget action, a study
released Tuesday said cuts during the
past three years have eroded health
and welfare services for California’s
needy and more reductions pro
posed for next year will put the sys
tem at risk.
The pattern of “squeezing” social
service budgets rather than elimi
nating programs or services has put
the entire network at risk, said Jean
Ross, executive director of the
California Budget Project, a non
profit group that evaluates the
impact of state spending on lowand middle-income families.
Expectations are that the primary
budget battle will be fought over
health and welfare spending.
Schwarzenegger has called for
cutting about $900 million from the
state’s $11 billion share of MediCal, the medical services program
for the poor jointly funded with the
federal government.The administra
tion has also proposed another $8(M)
million cut to state support of a
welfare
assistance
program,
CalWorks.

Tobacco

continued from page 1

snuff” as they call it — they do
emphasize the same point as
Segura.
“These are all competing rodeo
athletes who are above 18 years of
age,” said Mike Bazinet, spokesman
for the U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Co.
“ It’s their choice whether they
want to take the money or not.”
Bazinet
characterizes
their
involvement in intercollegiate
rodeos as helping students pursue
their studies and improve rodeo
skills.
Carrie Johnson, prevention spe
cialist for San Luis Obispo County
Tobacco Control, said she feels U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco’s influence is less
benign. Her organization does not
like the idea of tobacco money fil
tering through the Cal Poly cam
pus, directly or indirectly.
“I recently graduated from Cal
Poly. I’ve been a student,” Johnson
said. “1 understand the need for
money. We’re not here to take the
money from students.”
Johnson described her organiza
tion’s concerns as a public-health
issue. The organization is intent on
countering any pro-tobacco matter.
Nearly a year ago, Tobacco

Control offered Cal Poly a $20,000
two-year grant if the university
would sign a declaration that would
ban team members from accepting
scholarships from U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco. The money would come
from a $162,252 grant from the
Public Health Institute, resulting
from a lawsuit against smokeless
tobacco companies.
“We know, over the past 10
years, actually how much money
they’ve (students) won and it’s such
a minimal amount o f money,”
Johnson said. “Which is why we are
concerned that they’re not wanting
to give the money up.”
But Cal Poly Rodeo coach Bret
Black said that he couldn’t depend
on the grant that lasts only two
years, he described the plan as
“short sighted.”
“We would be bound by an
agreement that would go on forev
er and we would get two years of
funding,” Black said.
While $2(),(MX) might support his
students for three years. Black said,
the team would run a deficit by the
fourth year and by the fifth, all the
money would be gone.
“Then the students would be
screaming at me, ‘W here’s our
scholarship money?”’ Black said.
That bind would be compound

ed by the fact that if Cal Poly
refused to accept money from an
NIRA sponsor, the university
would not be able to receive the
scholarships after the $20,000 grant
ran out.
One alternative. Black said, is to
provide all the $162,252 to Cal Poly
in an endowment that could rough
ly equal the money that students win
over a long period of time. With
that type of security, team members
would not have to accept any tobac
co money for years to come.
Johnson feels that the rejection of
the $20,000 grant does not
acknowledge the efforts of the San
Luis Obispo County Health
Department.
“I think that we are doing a great
thing by even offering that money,”
Johnson said. “We are actually the
only grant in the state-wide project
that is offering money to fight for
the rodeo to sign a policy.”
The rodeo team has already
butted heads with the NIRA
regarding hanging NIRA-sponsor
banners at Cal Poly rodeos. Black
said if Cal Poly refused to hang the
banners, the team would not be
able to compete in intercollegiate
rodeos, an issue that university
legal counsel Carlos Cordova
characterized as “ambiguous.”
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State Briefs

World Briefer

National Brie
WASHINGTON — The Army general who inves
tigated prisoner abuse in Iraq disagreed sharply
Tuesday with a top Pentagon civilian about who was
in charge o f the Abu Ghraib complex where the mis
treatment occurred.
In a daylong hearing jolted by news of the beheading of
an American in Iraq, the two also differed on the key issue
of responsibility by higher-ups.
Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba told the Senate Armed Services
Committee that military police who acted improperly did so
“of their own volition.” Several senators, however, questioned
whether those low-ranking soldiers would have created the
sexually humiliating scenarios by themselves.
• • •
BOSTON — Some gay-rights advocates are wor
ried that flamboyant, over-the-top gay weddings
could hurt their cause when the nations first state-sanc
tioned same-sex weddings begin taking place in
Massachusetts next week.
“Any sort of bizarre or hyper-unusual weddings will be
used as a weapon against the gay community in the politi
cal battles of this upcoming year,” said Arline Isaacson, co
leader of the Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political
Caucus. “We obviously have some concern that some media
outlets may focus on the flamboyant.”
On Monday, cities and towns across Massachusetts will begin
accepting applications for marriage licenses for gay couples.
It will be a milestone in the battle for gay rights, but the
victory could be short-lived if voters ultimately approve a
constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriage. The
earliest that such an amendment could go before the voters
is November 2006 — 2 1/2 years from now.
• • •
WASHINGTON — The number o f prisoners serv
ing life sentences has increased 83 percent in the past
10 years as tough-on-crime initiatives have led to harsher
penalties, a study says.
*
Nearly 128,000 people, or one o f every 11 offenders in
state and federal prisons, are serving life sentences, accord
ing to the study released Tuesday by The Sentencing Project,
a Washington-based group that promotes alternatives to
prison. In 1992, 70,000 people had life sentences.

SAN FRANCISCO — Security concerns are
keeping serial rapist Patrick Ghilotti locked up at a
state mental hospital nearly a week after a judge
signed his release order.
Ghilotti, 48, would be the third sexually violent predator
released from the states mandatory treatment program at
Atascadero State Hospital since the program began in 1997.
Ghilotti is supposed to move to Vacaville where his wife,
a former Atascadero staffer, lives. Her neighbors have been
outspoken in their opposition to his placement and she
reported to police Sunday that all four tires on her truck
had been slashed during the weekend.
Ghilotti s release was delayed to give state Department of
Mental Health officials enough time to meet with Vacaville
police and Liberty Healthcare officials, who will be direct
ly responsible for supervising Ghilotti, according to Nora
Romero, DMH spokeswoman.
• • •
LOS ANGELES — A third former Boeing oflicial
was charged Tuesday in connection with the theft o f
sensitive materials from rival Lockheed Martin
Corp. during a competition for a $1.88 billion satellite
launching contract.
In an arrest warrant, Larry Satchell, 65, of Newport
Beach was charged with conspiracy to steal trade secrets,
conspiracy to violate the Procurement Integrity Act and
obstruction of justice, federal prosecutors said.
• • •
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CaUf. — Defense
lawyers for an airman accused o f spying while
working as an Arabic translator at Guantanamo Bay
renewed their request Tuesday for better access to
evidence against their client.
Senior Airman Ahmad A1 Halabi, 25, faces 17 criminal
counts, including espionage, lying and misconduct. His
court-martial is taking place at Travis, his home base, and
opening statements are tentatively set for May 24. If con
victed of spying, the most serious charges, A1 Halabi could
be sentenced to life in prison.
In a military proceeding, the prosecutor decides what
evidence is relevant to the defense.
Associated Press

—

—

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A video posted Tuesday on
an al Qaeda-linked Web site showed the beheading
o f an American civilian in Iraq in what was said to
be revenge for abuse of Iraqi prisoners.
The video showed five men wearing headscarves and
black ski masks, standing over a bound man in an orange
jumpsuit — similar to a prisoner’s uniform. The man
identified himself as Nick Berg, a U.S. civilian whose
body was found Saturday near a highway overpass in
Baghdad.
• • •
KUWAIT CITY, Kuwait — The head o f Iraq’s
war-crim es tribunal said Tuesday that the United
States has pledged to hand over Saddam Hussein
and about 100 other suspects to Iraqi authorities
before July 1 if Iraq is ready to take them into custody.
U.S. officials denied any decision had been reached.
Salem Chalabi said trials would likely begin early next
year — again, “if we are ready” — and that judges would
receive “files” on the suspects at the end of this year.
He earlier told local reporters that Saddam would def
initely be handed over before July 1, when Iraq assumes
sovereignty from its U.S.-led occupiers, and that trials
would begin early next year.
•

•

•

HAVANA — Cuba’s dollar-only stores displayed
“ closed for inventory’’ signs Tuesday after the
com m u nist governm ent suddenly shut them
down, blaming new U.S. measures aimed at squeezing
the island’s economy.
Long lines stretched from state stores with food and
personal hygiene products — nearly the only items still
sold to Cubans in dollars — as people scrambled to buy
shampoo and soap from rapidly emptying shelves.
“This is insanity,” said 64-year-old Odila *Morales,
waiting to buy laundry detergent. “Politics are filthy.”
The government did not say whether the stores would
reopen. But Julio Perez, the administrator of Harris
Brothers department store, said they were merely giving
dollar-only stores time to mark up the prices of all their
goods.

Associated Press

—

Associated Press
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Edwards is the
answer to the
Democratic ticket
Commentary

While Democrats are hoping that President George W. Bushs public speak
ing deficiency, failing economic and environmental policies and tendency to
wage what many say is unnecessary war will be enough to bring an end to his
presidency, Sen. John Kerry is still plan B.
The presidency is a two-person job, however, and right now Kerry’s ticket
is lonely.
Do the Democrats have some secret vice-presidential candidate tucked in
their back pockets, eagerly awaiting the right moment to reveal the magical
name to the American public? Probably not, but they are certainly looking.
Some of the names being dropped for the position are shocking: Sen. John
McCain — who assured Tim Russert on “Meet the Press” he is still a
Republican despite his disappointment with the current administration, Tom
Brokaw — NBC’s somewhat conservative, midwestern nightly news anchor
set to retire in December and, believe it or not, former President Bill Clinton
— who experts agree is a perfecdy viable candidate.
Then there are the women: Sen. Hilary Clinton, whose move from first
lady to senator makes her more than a little qualified for the position and Sen.
Dianne Feinstein, California’s golden ticket, whose congressional experience
and public reputation make her a fitting match. Women constitute slighdy
more than half of the American population, yet are grossly under-represented
in the political realm. Could this be the year?
Still, McCain has made it clear he will not betray his Republican roots, for
mer President Clinton is content to settle into a life of book-writing and
speech-giving and Brokaw is, well, Brokaw. It is doubtful that Sen. Clinton
will make a dash for VP — it is rumored, after all, that she is considering the
higher seat for the 2(K)8 or 2012 election. Finally, Feinstein seems perfectly
content doing the wonderful job she continues to do in the Senate.
Who, then, will it be?
It can be said with some certainty that Kerry has the Democratic and lib
eral-minded independent vote, but he needs to push his vote count over the
top. 1democrats must consider the slightly more conservative swing vote peo
ple who are disillusioned by the current administration, but too right-blood
ed to promote Kerry’s dominantly liberal record. Kerry’s running mate should
be moderate enough to pull this group in, yet still remain dedicated to the
ideals that are found in the party today.
Just as importantly, however. Democrats need a vice-presidential candidate
who is somehow more “alive” than Kerry, whose years upon years of speak
ing in the Senate have drained him of the passionate speech-giving style most
newcomers bring to the game.They need somebody who is charismatic, hon
est and optimistic.
One name comes immediately to mind — Sen. John Edwards, the young,
fiery southerner who made a surprising second-place finish in the primaries.
While some may argue that Edwards is too young and inexperienced for
the job, his accomplishments as a trial lawyer, senator and presidential candi
date speak for themselves. More importantly, however, Edwards has the poten
tial to draw in the highly-coveted moderate vote.’
While Edwards, who some deemed a hero for the working poor and mid
dle class in the primary, is truly a Democrat at heart, he differs from Kerry on
trade and gay marriage, which even the most liberal or idealistic Democrat
must admit is destined to be a huge issue this election.
Edwards was also praised for his speech-giving ability. Those who followed
the primaries closely can recite “The Two Americas” by heart. He brought a
level of passion and idealism to the election process that this country has not
seen in years. He spoke of giving poor or overlooked citizens a fair break and
America’s youth an opportunity to go to college (provided they were willing
to work for it), and planned to establish a more unified international coalition
to help clear up the mess in Iraq.
Perhaps most admirable, however, is that Edwards was able to convince
thousands of weary, cynical voters that he meant every word he said.
A plethora of American voters have lost jobs to a failing economy. Proud
parents have lost children in a questionable war, and the Bush administration
has lost its credibility. No matter who Kerry chooses to be his political sidekick, for many the Democratic ticket will represent simple change in a time
when it is desperately needed.

C o h a b ita tio n re p la c e s
ro m a n ce with routine
Living together, shacking up,
living in sin or serial monogamy.
Call it what you may, but the days
of courting before marriage may
be over. Cohabitation is now a ris
ing trend to which people are
turning.
For many, it has become a logi
cal way to save money by sharing
everything with their significant
other. For others, it is a trial to see
if marriage lies in their future.
Popular opinion suggests that
living together before marriage is a
good idea — a sort of trial period.
There is, however, an ever-growing
collection of research data that
shed an unfavorable light on
cohabitation.
A recent study done by the U.S.
Census Bureau showed that mar
riages preceded by living together
have more than a 50 percent
divorce or separation rate than
marriages without premarital
cohabitation.
In Patricia Morgan’s book,
“Marriage-Lite,” she reported that
in the mid-1960s, only 5 percent
of single women lived with a man
before getting married. But by the
1990s, about 70 percent did so.
Morgan said many women

L e t t e r
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—
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A rgu m en t is a ll
a b o u t th e gam es
I didn’t really miss the point of
Hayes’ column. Quite frankly, it
seems
to
me
that Amy
Hutputtanasin (“Letter writers
are missing Hayes’ point” May 8)
has missed it. The point o f Hayes’
column was to keep firearms out
of the home because:
A) Firearms in the home lead
to homicide, suicide or uninten
tional death.
B) A bat is more versatile.
C) He feels it’s “ridiculous to
keep a deadly weapon with dan
gerous complications legal purely
for entertainment.”

L e t t e r s

thought living with a man would raising a family.
Dennis Dailey, professor of
au
nit.ally turn into marriage,
social welfare at the University of
wii. >• normally wasn’t true.
In ihe 1970s, cohabitation was Kansas, is concerned that cohabita
thought of as the way to be anti tion is a substitute for permanent
marriage. It was an easy way for commitment and intimacy.
couples to share rent, spend time
“It’s an appealing one. It’s a
together and not
have any sort of
Popular opinion suggests that
commitment.
In recent years,
living together before marriage is a
cohabitation has good idea
a sort o f trial period.
become the new
form o f anti
divorce. Today, when the institu seductive one. It’s a fun one. It
tion of marriage seems to be less saves money. It does a bunch of
revered, and 50 percent o f mar good things,” Dailey said.
riages end in divorce, many cou
Dailey thinks that cohabitation
ples live together in order to test- could work for some, but is not a
drive holy matrimony before they way to trap someone into mar
said “ 1 do,” Morgan said.
riage.
“Young adults that have grown
“People must learn to honestly
up in the last 10 to 15 years have talk to their partners and really
had a horrible time dealing with address the issue as to why they
their parent’s divorces, custody and feel they must live together,”
so on,” she said. “They are in no Dailey said.
hurry to make the same mistakes
So, if you’re that hopeful person
their parents did.”
who wants romance the old-fashion
According to the National way, logistics might have you shar
Marriage Project at Rutgers ing a toothbrush and bank account
University, young people today are before exchanging the “I dos.”
more concerned with having fun
and making money and are less Kari Zimmerman is a writer for the
focused on forming lasting rela University Daily K a n sa n at the
tionships that lead to marriage and University of Kansas.

Eijitor

His analogy is that guns are a
bad choice in video games, and
thjit idea transfers to real life
through risk of friendly damage
and the advantage or equivalency
o f melee weapons over guns.
It is his analogy that I had a
problem with. He builds his com
parison on the idea that guns are
a bad choice in video games,
which I completely disagree with.
And that is where he crossed the
line. I could care less what he
thinks about gun control. I have
my own opinions on gun control,
but I’m not about to start some
kind of debate in the newspaper.
However, video games are holy
ground to me. If you’re going to

say anything about them, it better
be right or you’re going to hear it
from me and all the other gamers.
The point that one can easily
miss their target was just a support
point for his video game analogy,
not the point of his entire column.
I guess in the end we both
missed the point of the column.
The difference is, however, that I
was never aiming for it. If anyone
responds to this I hope it’s about
the metaphor. I’d be happy to talk
about gun control any other time,
but this argument is all about the
games.
Christopher C. Lee is an electrical
engineering senior.
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and class standing. Letters must come from a Cal Poly e^nail account. Do not send letters a s an attach
ment. Please send the text in the body of the e^nail. Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in
the correct format.
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M ustang Jobs
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and

Testing S ervices

The Spring Job Fair in C-huniash
Auditorium is a means to connect
with career, summer, co-op and
part-time job employers.
This year’s job fair has grown to
more than 150 organizations, all
seeking C'al Poly applicants for
their positions.
The Thursday event is for stu
dents of the colleges of Agriculture,
Ikisiness, Engineering, Liberal Arts,
and Science and Mathematics.
Friday’s Job fair is targeted
toward students in the College of
.Architecture and Environmental
Design. Some employers are partic
ipating in both days, and students
are encouraged to attend the day(s)
that are hosting organizations that
are o f interest to them.
The format includes an open
forum from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
where students can approach the
tables of employers in which they
are interested to distribute resumes,
collect business cards, express inter
est in the opportunities that the
participating organizations have
listed, and ask questions.
The afternoons are reserved for
one-on-one interviews scheduled
from the m orning’s contacts.

A resource for all students

Information is available in C'areer
Services’ Mustang jobs.
Career Services offers a wealth of
information whether you are seek
ing assistance in identifying your
interests and goals, seeking a parttime job, looking for a means of
gaining experience in your field,
considering graduate school or are
actively conducting a job search.
Appointments with career coun
selors are available, but you can also
access most informaticTn online
through the Career Services home
p
a
g
e
:
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
Do you want to know where last
year’s graduates are- employed, or
what graduate schools they attend
ed or a reasonable salary range in

your field? Check the “Craduate
Status Keport” link. Do you want
information about currently avail
able summer, co-op or career jobs,
companies that interview on cam
pus, upcoming job search work
shops or the companies attending
the Spring Job Fair? Click on
Mustang Jobs.
“Mustang Jobs” is the umbrella
service that informs Cal Poly stu
dents tif employment opportunities
for summer, co-op, internship and
career. Three hundred fifty to 400
jobs, specifically targeting Cal Poly
applicants, are posted per month.
Log on to my.calpoly.edu using
your campus e-mail and unix pass
word, then select “Career Services Mustang Jobs.” Mustang Jobs is a

custom-designed, C’al Poly specificonline job listing, interview sched
uling and event management sys
tem.
By logging on you can view jobs
directed at C'al PcTly majcTrs through
job pcTstings, campus interviews, or
job fairs — all in one click.You can
sort by major, field of interest, cTr
type (summer, co-op, career).
Because Ciareer Services devel
ops and maintains this system IcTcally, the jcTb listings are up to date,
pertinent, and productive.
In addition to viewing jobs with
job descriptions, jcib requirements,
links to the organization’s homepage, and application instructions,
you can register m Mustang Jobs,
Registration is not required to view

Spriiig Job Fair
All Majors
TTuirsdaiy; May 13
Open Forum > 9:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
Interviews -1 :3 0 - 4 p.m.

Arch. & Environmental D e s ^ Mayors
FHday, May 14
Open Forum - 9:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
Interviews 1:30 - 4 p.m.

Chumash Auditorium

job listings. All it takes is comple
tion of a registration page and
uploading a copy, or two or three
different versions, of ycTur resume.
Once registered you can send a
copy of the resume version you
designate to job fair attending
employers with just a click.
Wouldn’t it be great to know
that the representative already had
some information about you before
you walked up to the table?
You can also select resumes to
respond to online job listings, to
sign up for interviews and to par
ticipate in pre-select campus inter
views.
Mustang Jobs is free to Cal Poly
students, graduates and employers,
and is your one-stop access to hun
dreds of job possibilities, including
those that will be represented at the
Spring Job Fair on Thursday and
Friday.
Make the most of this resource
and visit Mustang Jobs online now!
Further information about the
Spring Job Fair, Mustang Jobs, and
other Career Services resources can
be found at Career Services,
Student Services Building 124,
(H05) 756-2501 or online at
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu.
Visit (Career Services soon. Your
future starts now.

VERISITY'S NEW COLLEGE GRADUATE CAREER PROGRAM
Verisity has an exciting career path for new college graduates! Join us, and enroll in the Verisity Sales
Engineering Institute, and gain expertise in our leading edge technology. Then apply this knowledge
as a Corporate Applications Engineer, supporting our customers using our products and resolving
their design Issues. After one year with us you will be eligible to advance within our company, with
career paths leading to any of the following:

Senior Corporate Application Engineering
Consulting Engineering (Pre-sales)
Software Development
Technical Marketing

CORPORATE APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
In this position you will work with end users to understand customers' design verification environ
ments as well as recreate customer scenarios in-house to resolve reported problems. You will have
the opportunity to work with Engineering and Marketing to resolve customer issues.The ideal
candidate will have a combination of strong personal interaction skills and technical aptitude. You
will also have the prospect of developing and updating basic and advanced training material, as well
as teaching customer classes. Corporate Applications Engineers also participate in conferences and
support the Field Application Engineers.This position also provides product feedback and direction
to Marketing Review documentation.
J o b R e q u ire m e n ts: S tro n g c o m m u n ic a tio n a n d p ro b le m so lv in g skills A b ility to learn
q u ic k ly BSEE, B S C S o r e q u iva le n t E xp e rtise in tw o o f th e fo llo w in g: K n o w le d g e o f C,
C + + , or Perl. K n o w le d g e o f V e rilo g or V H D L is desirable.

Verisity Design, Inc.
204 I Landings Drive

Begin a career with unlimited possibilities. Please contact Verisity
Human Resources for more information about this program. We will
be at CalPoly's job fair on Thursday, May 13,2004.
»«ulWWVeMlWeeWw#*

iViMUV
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Mountain View, CA 94043
(650) 934-6892 FAX
jobs@verisity.com
I http://www.verisity.com

Taking advantage of the temperate climate along
the California coastline, Coastal Berry Company
has grown to become the largest producer of straw
berries in the United States. Headquartered in Watson
ville, Coastal supplies its customers with premium product from Oceanside,
Coachella, Oxnard, Santa Maria, Salinas and the Monterey Bay.

Coastal attributes its' quality product and success to a philosophy of
bringing the field to the consumer. We listen to your concerns and desires
and are constantly redirecting our operation accordingly. Because of our
unique infrastructure and the fact that we grow and ship our own product
we are able to keep a tight control over each step.

Coastal is proud of its product and it's employees. Because of their hard
work our reputation for quality and safety is unparaUeled. Here at Coastal,
we continually strive for perfection in all we do, which is why when it
comes to berries.

n o /n e b e itm .

Coastal

480 W. B each St.
W atsonville, C A 95076
Tel: (831) 724-1366

BMMAASMAKWVi
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Directory to
Career Fair
Bay Alarm Company

Positions Available In
Agriculture
Sales
Food Science
Finance
Administration
stop by our booth at the Career Fair
on M a y 13th and/or contact Kristin
at 714-706-6065 for more information,

Citibanking, our branch-based
banking business, has 28 million cus
tomer accounts in 46 countries and
territories and is well on its way to
offering one-stop availability of
products and services for every stage
of one’s financial life. We are working
to ensure that our branches are places
where clients feel welcome, comfort
able discussing personal financial
information and secure in the advice
and guidance they receive.
Our strategy is furthest advanced
in the United States, where virtually
all the consumer products “manufac
tured” by Citigroup members are
available to our customers, and we
are offering a needs-based financialanalysis service for middle-income
consumers. The majority of branchbased sales staff have been trained and
licensed to help clients with our
recendy expanded products and ser
vices.

Bay Alarm Company is an award
winning statewide company that seUs
fire, burglar, CCTV and card access
electronic security systems in resi
dences and businesses. We provide
the ideal environment for talented
sales personalities who are looking
for a company that is well known,
sells a timely and needed product,
and provides training and support for
its sales team. We are a growing com
pany — in the last year we have
bought two other companies —
therefore providing excellent sales
and promotional opportunities. Our
locations are Huntington Beach, Van
Nuys, Ventura, Burlingame (SF),
Martinez,
Oakland,
Petaluma,Redding, Sacramento, Santa Clara,
Sacramento, and Stockton. Benefits
include healthcare; fi^ee dental, life
and vision insurance; 401 (k). Please
send resume to BAY ALARM
COMPANY, H R/PB, PO Box
8140, Walnut Creek, CA 94596.
Coastal Berry
Taking advantage of the temperate
climate
along the California coast
Citigroup
Citigroup is a premier global line, Coa,stal Berry Company has
financial services organization, com grown to b<;come the largest produc
posed of four distinct business divi er of strawberries in the United
sions — Citigroup Corporate and States. Headquartered in Watsonville,
Investment Bank, Consumer Group, Coastal supplies its customers with
Emerging Markets and Global premium product from Oceanside,
Investment Management and Private Coachella, Oxnard, Santa Maria,
Banking Group.

see Directory, page 9
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Established in 1906, the P C L family of
companies is one of N o rth Am erica's
leading general contractors. P C L offers a
competitive salary, an attractive benefits
plan, and the opportunity to belong to a
dynamic organization. O u r people are what
makes us different from o u r competitors...
that and employee ownership.

- y .r

PCL
C O N S T R U C T IO N L E A D E R S

Become part o f our team
by visiting us at the
spring Job fairl
W e are seeking individuals
for the following position:

Field Engineer
Contact person at the fair:

Wayne M elnyk, Operations manager
wwmelnyk@pcLcom

Visit our website!
Watch us build at
www.pcl.com

$

^

Spring Job Fair - CAED

Spring Job Fair - All majors

Architecture & Bnvironmentat Design majors

Thursday, May 13,2004

Friday, M ay 14,2004

Open Forum: 9:30 am to I M p m
Interviews: 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

Chumash Auditorium
A& PAG STRUCTURES, INC.
ABERCROMBIES FITCH
ADP
AFFILIATED ENGINEERS, INC.
ANRITSU COMPANY
APPLIED BIOSYSTEMS
APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES ASSOCIATES
BASTIAN MATERIAL HANDLING
B AYAUR M
BENCHMARK LANDSCAPE. INC.
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
C&D AEROSPACE
CINTAS CORPORATION
CITIBANK WEST
COASTAL BERRY COMPANY LLC
COLE CHRYSLER DODGE
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC
DAVID EVANS AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
DEE JASPAR & ASSOC., INC., CIVIL ENGINEERS
DEL MONTE FOODS
DMJM DESIGN
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
E & JG A L L O
ECOM ENGINEERING, INC.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION OF SLO
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
ELK CORPORATION
EMC
ENTERPRISE
FAMILY CARE NETWORK, INC.
FAMOUS SOFTWARE
FASTENAL COMPANY
FCI CONSTRUCTORS. INC.
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS
GENERAL DYNAMICS C4 SYSTEMS (NAVSOC)
GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES
HERTZ LOCAL EDITION
HESS COLLECTION WINERY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
INTERNATIONAL COLOR SERVICES
JENSEN CORPORATION
KROGER MANUFACTURING
KYOCERA WIRELESS, CORP.
L>3 COMMUNICATIONS
MARKETING EVOLUTION
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
M ED-BI.UNG CORPORATION
MERVYN’S
MOORE WALLACE NORTH AMERICA, INC.
MORIARTY INSURANCE AGENCY
N.V.HEATHORN,M C.
NEVADA COUNTY ECONOMIC RESOURCE COUNCIL
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
NURSERYMEN'S EXCHANGE, MC.
NUSn. TECHNOLOGY
OMNI DESIGN GROUP
PARAMOUNT CITRUS ASSOCIATION
PARAMOUNT FARMS
PARSONS CORPORATION
p a CONSTRUCTION SERVICES MC.
P E N F C L D t SMITH
PULTE HOMES
QUA040I0PFM C.
RA«K)NOO PETTIT GROUP
RAYTHEON COMRMIY
RELIANCE STANDARD U FE MSURANCE
ROBERT MONOAM CORPORATION
8M IJU A N RANCH
SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER DISTRICT
SCANTRON C0fBK)RAT10N
SCORE LEARNMOMC.
SHERWW4IIR11AM8 COMPANY
SHNMMCX CONSTRUCTION COMPMIY SIC.
SOUTHERN WSIE AND SPIRITS
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
SUNRISE GROWERS
SWALES AEROSPACE
TARGET DISTRIBUTION
TETERA+E.LLP
U.S. PEACE CORPS
UPS
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES
VERISITY DESIGN, MC.
VERIZON WIRELESS
WALGREENS
W E a S FARGO FWANCIAL
WEST PAK AVOCADO. MC.

t
'■

Open Forum: 9:30 am to 1:00 pm
Interviews: 1:30 pm to 4.*00 pm
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Chumash Auditorium
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AEDIS, INC.
A V IU DESIGN
B3 ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
BAHR ARCHITECTS
BAUER AND WILEY ARCHITECTS
BLUE SKY DESIGNS, INC.
BLUE SPRUCE LANDSCAPE
BOULDER ASSOCIATES
BSA ARCHITECTS
CALPO HOM & DONG ARCHITECTS
CARULE COATSWORTH ARCHITECTS, INC.
CAS ARCHITECTS, INC.
CEARNAL ARCHITECTS, MC.
CHOATE PARKING CONSULTANTS, MC.
CLARK REALTY BUILDERS
COASTAL BERRY COMPANY LLC
COLLABORATIVE WEST (THE)
COMMUNITY WORKS DESIGN GROUP
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC
DAHUN GROUP ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS
DAVID EVANS AND ASSOCIATES. MC.
DEEMS LEWIS MCKINLEY, ARCHTTECTS/ENGMEERS
DMJM DESIGN
EDAW
ENCLOS CORPORATION
GARDEN ROUTE, THE
QA8KILL CUSTOM HOMES
GILLESPIE DESIGN GROUP, MC.
GREENBRIAR HOMES COMMUNITIES
HEATHCOTE & ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTURE
HOA ARCHITECTS AND ENGMEERS
HLA GROUP LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
HMR ARCHITECTS, MC.
IMA4DESIGN
KENT MIXON ARCHITECT
K ITC H E a
KTGY GROUP, MC.
LiOHTFOOT PLANNING GROUP
LIONAKIS BEAUMONT DESIGN GROUP, MC.
LPAM C.
MW P a T Z ♦ ASSOCIATES, INC.
N.V.HEATHORN, MC.
NEUMANN MENDRO ANORUUTIS ARCHITECTS
NUVIS
PCL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES MC.
PERKOWITZ ♦ RUTH ARCHITECTS
PULTE HOMES
QUA04(N0PFM C.
QUATTROCCHI KWOK ARCHITECTS
RAU8CHENBACH MARVELU BECKER ARCHITECTS
REA, RICHMONO. AND LUKER, ARCHITECTS. LLP
ROBSON HOMES
ROEL CONSTRUCTION CO., MC.
RRMDiMCMI GROUP

ima.AS80CiArES.Mc.
M M HBCK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY MC
SKBMORE, OWBKM A MEfBBLL, LLP
Sm AUSSDEM QNQROUP
SUMMCni MURPHY 4 PARTNERS MC.
TAVIOR GROUP ARCHTTECTS (THE)
TEM P U 4 ASSOCIATES
TETER A «E ,LLP
TLCO ARCHITECTURE
TURNKEY. MC.
U.S. PEACE CORPS
WALD, RUHNKE, 4 DOST ARCHITECTS
WARE MALCOMB ARCHITECTS. MC.
WARNER GROUP ARCHITECTS, MC.
WEBCOR BUILDERS
WENELL, MATTHEIS, BOWE
WESTBERG ♦ WHITE, ARCHITECTS
WEST COAST CONTRACTORS, MC.
WILLIAM HEZMALHALCH ARCHITECTS, MC.
WtSS, JANNEY, a S TN E R ASSOC., MC.
Y H LEE ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECT

For a complete list of com panies
a nd position descriptions,
logon to myxalpoly.edu
a nd click on M ustang Jobs!

Ciirc'c r Services
Cal Poly, Building 124
805.756.2501
vwwY.careerservices.calpoly.edu
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Statewide - Award W inning
We sell an d install electro n ic secu rity system s
in h o m es an d businesses.

Salinas and the Monterey Bay.
C'oastal attributes its c]uality prod
uct and success to a philosophy of
bringing the field to the consumer.
We listen to their concerns and
desires and are constantly redirecting
our operation accordingly, liecause of
our unit]ue infrastructure and the fact
that we grow and ship our own prod
uct, we are able to keep a tight con
trol over each step.
C’oastal is proud of its product and
its employees. Because of their hard
work, our reputation for quality and
safety is unparalleled. Here at Cciastal,
we continually strive for perfection in
all we do, which is why when it
comes to berries, there is none better.

research is based on measuring the
performance of advertising and mar
keting campaigns primarily through
survey based research.

PCL Construction
Services Inc.
A large construction company that
performs general contracting, design
build and construction management
for commercial, multi-residential,
civil and industrial projects through
out North America. Our Southwest
Buildings Division operates out of
our Glendale office, with operations
offices in San Diego and Las Vegas.
We are best known in Southern
California as the builder of the
Staples Center in Los Angeles. We are
an employee-owned company and
provide an excellent opportunity for
a life-long rewarding career.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

• Sales R ep resen tatives must be excellent presenter and closer, highly motivated,
and a team player. Salary + commission, protected
territories, telemarketing support.
r

• In staller install fire, burglar, CCTV, card access security systems.
Respond to:
Bay Alarm, HR/PB, PO Box 8140, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Fax: (925) 808-4377 Email: HR(&)bayalarm.com
www.bayalarm.com

Every day isn’t so much like a
workday as it is an MBA crash
course. That’s what it’s like being a
Management Trainee. Here, you’ll
gain valuable skills in every aspect of
business management. You’ll also
e.xperience fast-track promotions and
significant earning potential as you
learn to manage people and grow
your own profit center. It all happens
in a fun, fast-paced, team environ
ment backed by a $6.5 billion indus
try innovator and leader.

Pulte Homes

Pulte Homes is a unique Fortune
500 company that opens the fast
track to achievement-oriented pio
neers. It is a powerhouse environ
ment for vigorous learning, swift
growth and significant advancement
opportunities. We employ a variety of
business disciplines including sales,
construction, land management,
finance, customer service, technology
and mortgage banking. We believe
our extraordinary employees are our
greatest strength and asset.
Marketing Evolution
Pulte Homes extends an open
Marketing Evolution is a fast invitation to those who thrive on
growing, relatively small research- turning challenges into accomplish
based consultancy to Fortune 5(M) ments! w
marketers. Marketing Evolution pro
As the largest home builder in the
vides its clients with research ba.sed
recommendations for a more optimal
se e Directory, page 10
marketing and advertising mix. The
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ROBSON HOMES
Com e w ork w ith a team o f professionals w h o are in n o va tive ,
m otivated and dedicated to quality.
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If you are looking for a rewarding career,
where you have the opportunity to learn and grow
be sure to visit our booth at the career fair on May 14th.
2185 THE ALAMEDA STE 150 I SAN JOSE,CA 95126 1(408)345-1767 1 WWW.ROBSONHOMES.COM
_____

Advertisinc Section

Stop by and see us at the Job Fair Mav 13-14.2004
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Authority,
Alameda
Corridor
Transportation Authority, Caltrans,
City of West Sacramento and San
Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency. Over the years the company
has developed a reputarion for com
pleting high-quality projects while
maintaining rigorous schedules and
ensuring that safety be given a top
priority.

United States, we have established an
unparalleled reputation of quality,
trust, and top performance.
We offer our employees a power
house environment of vigorous
learning, swift growth and significant
advancement opportunities.
We provide a nationally recog
nized Top Gun mentoring program. Verisity
Verisity is the leading supplier of
We take pride in our fast-paced,
Verification
Process Automation
exciting culture.
Our team members operate with (VPA) solutions. Verisity’s best-insignificant authority and responsibili class technology and methodologies
address one of the most challenging
tyWe value professionals on the basis business issues electronics companies
of dedication, contribution and ener face-verification. Verisity’s solutions
getic performance, not mere seniori automate the process of identifying
flaws in electronics designs, enabling
tymakers of the world’s most sophisti
cated devices to reduce overall prod
Quad Knopf
uct development costs, increase pro
Quad Knopf is one of central
ductivity and accelerate time-to-mar
California’s largest civil engineering
ket.
firms. Encompassing the broad disci
Verisity’s US corporate office is
plines of civil engineering, economic
located in Mountain View with sev
development, land use planning,
eral satellite offices located through
environmental science, biology and
out the United States, Europe and
architecture. Quad Knopf offers a
Israel. Verisity offers a flexible, pro
turnkey approach to municipal and
gressive working environment and a
private sector projects. Quad Knopf’s
comprehensive and generous benefits
professional staff includes licensed
package. Our sound and successful
civil engineers, licensed land survey
business plan is based on a foundation
ors, certified economic developers,
of dedicated employees working
environmental assessors, architects,
together to build a brilliant future.
biologist and certified planners.
The firm was formed, more than
30 years ago with the objective of Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless is the largest
providing to clients the services of
professionals with extensive munici wireless service provider in the coun
pal experience and background, and try. Verizon has the largest wireless
who understand agency policies and network in the country to serve our
procedures. That objective has main 37.5 million customers.
tained, and the firm has developed a
wide clientele of satisfied, repeat Choate Parking Consultants
clients.
Choate Parking Consultants was
Quad Knopf offers employees established in the fall of 1998. We are
competitive salaries and a compre an architectural firm that designs
hensive benefits package. An employ parking facilities. Our experienced
ee owned corporation, Quad Knopf staff of architects of parking has a sin
fosters an etitrepmneurial work envi gle focus: parking planning and
ronment and offers excellent oppor design, which is what we do.
tunities for highly motivated team
players who thrive in a collaborative
HMR Architects, Inc.
work atmosphere.
HMK Architects, Inc. is a medi
um-sized firm located in Sacramento,
Robert Mondavi
specializing in retail, commercial and
Kobert Mondavi C'orporation is a educational projects.The president of
producer of world-renowned premi the firm, Eric Mifkovic, is a 1975
um wines with locations in Napa, alumnus of C'al Poly.
Oakville, Lodi, Monterey, Santa
Maria and Paso Kobles. We look to
Quatrocchi Kwok Architects
provide educational and enjoyable
Quatrocchi Kwok Architects
seasonal work for those wanting to
(QKA) is a 40-person firm in Santa
gain hands-on experience in wine
Rosa, the heart of wine country, spe
production.
cializing in the design of award-win
Please visit our Web site to learn
ning K-12 public schcHil projects. We
more about Kobert Mondavi, as well
provide a stable, creative work envi
as our current career opportunities.
ronment that promotes professional
growth. We support and promote sus
Shimmick Construction
tainable design practices on our
school
projects.
Company, Inc.
Projects include modernization of
Shimmick
Construction
Company, Inc. is a general engineer- existing as well as completely new
ing/heavy civil contractor headquar schools with construction values of as
tered in Northern and Southern much as $74 million.
Despite the current public percep
California. SCCI has rapidly succeed
ed in earning a reputation for excel tion that California has no money for
lence in heavy construction. Its schools, we have years of work ahead
founders, John C. Shimmick and of us.
Mike Stranberg’s, created simple yet
effective business philosophies of, Robson Homes
“Get work for the right price, con
Robson Homes is a successful
struct high-quality projects on or home builder in the Bay Area
ahead of schedule and complete the involved in all areas of new home
projects withing budget,’’ but, above development including; land acquisi
all, “Make it happen.’’ (SCCI’s com tion, forward planning, construction
pany motto). Since the inception, and marketing/selling of the final
SCCI has completed contracts from product.
various government agencies totaling
more than $5(K) million. A recent list
of clients includes: Golden Gate
Bridge Authority, Los Angeles
Metropolitan
Transportation
se e Directory, page 11

Advanced Solutions in Engineering,
Architecture, Planning and Bioiogy,

Quad Knopf
5110 West Cypress Avenue
Visalia C alcia 93277
(559) 7334M40

Come join one of the
Central Valley's fystest
growing companies!

www.quadknopf.com

Services provided by Quad Knopf include the following:
Civil Engineering

Construction
Managment

Environmental
Engineering

Architecture

Land Use Planning

Surveying and GIS/GPS

W e are currently seeking graduating students that exhibit a good work ethic, integrity,
dependibility, professionalism, and a willingness to learn. Quad Knopf provides its employees
with state of the art technology, a positive growth environment, and a competitive compensation
and benefits package.
Quad Knopf has offices located In Visalia, Fresno, Bakersfield, Roseville and Reno, Nevada -

rr»

-

CPTV
» * *

Mon.- Fri.

@

9:00 am

PolyvisionCharter Com m unication
Channel 2

Com m ents & Story Ideas @ CPTVi@calpolyedu

Business Sales Intern-Verizon Wireless
We are looking for a bright, ambitious student
interested in pursuing a career in business sales.
This is a PAID Sales Intern position - full time
during summer and breaks and part-time during the
school year. I f you are interested in learning more,
please send an em ail to:
c a .jo b s @ v e riz o n w ire le ss.co m

(please indicate Sales Intern in the subject line)
Verizon W ireless is an
equal opportunity em ployer m/f/d/v
P H O G R A r ^ l M I N C
S I T t

A N A L Y S I S

FUNCTIO NAL,

DESIGN

FACI LI TY DESI GN

CPC

l i v ’l tll'. l' l?//7i >////(/

We ai« an ARCHITECTURAL design fimi specializing in parking
facilities. Our small-finn team has over 20 years of experience
in designing parking facilities. Our experienced staff a s
architects of parking has a single focus - parking planning
and design.
The "parking industry" has become a hybrid of the parking
operational planning, design and construction process,
requiring strong and focused leadership with the understanding
and development experience of the building systems necessary
for a parking solution.
We are in search of enthusiastic individuals able to marry
both functionality, practicali^ and aesthetics to join our team.

Choate Parking Consultants, Inc.
w w w .c h o a te p a rk in g .c o m
m fo @ c h o a te p a rk in g .c o m

TM

Visit the Pulte Booth On-Campus!
Spring Job Fair: Thursday May 13th, 9am
Friday May 14th, 9am
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Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill LLP
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
LLPs commitment to design quality,
coupled with its sophistication in
building-technology applications, has
resulted in a portfolio that boasts
some of this century’s most important
and iconic architectural accomplish
ments — Lever House in New York
City, Sears Tower in Chicago, Jin Mao
Tower in Shanghai and San Francisco
International Airport, to name just a
few. Our San Francisco office is cur
rently designing the next generation
o f landmarks, including China
World Trade Center in Beijing,
California Pacific Medical Center in
San
Francisco
and
Harvard
University Northwest Science
Building in Cambridge, as well as
numerous other significant projects
around the globe.
SOM ’s work ranges from the
design and engineering of individ
ual buildings to the master planning
and design of entire communities.
The firm has conceived, designed
and built corporate offices; banking
and financial institutions; govern
ment buildings; public and private
institutions; health care facilities;
laboratory buildings; religious build
ings; airports; commercial and retail
facilities; recreational and sports
facilities; university buildings; and
residential developments.

Sunrise Growers
Established in 1972, Sunrise
Growers is the largest strawberry
grower/shipper based in Orange
County. Along with the corporate
office in Orange County, there are
offices in Oxnard, Santa Maria and
Watsonville. Sunrise strawberry
acreage has increased to 1,100 acres
with 1,500 more under contract.
Sunrise Growers Inc. has become
a vertically integrated company, able
to offer its customers top quality
strawberries and vegetables at a fair
price year around. Its sister compa
ny, Frozsun Foods was established in
1986 and has become the largest
strawberry processing company in
the world with plants in CTrange
County, Oxnard, Santa Maria and

Recruiting Colleges:
Construction Management
Architecture and Environmental Design
Civil Engineering
Business

ECOM Engineering
ECOM Engineering was estab
lished in 1997. Our firm offers full
electrical engineering services for a
very diverse range o f projects,
including telecommunication engi
neering for facility infrastructures.
The firms’ principals Eric Johnson,
Mark Schlenker and Eric Lee, have
collectively gained more than 45
years of experience in the construc
tion industry.
This experience encompasses
county office buildings, corporate
yards, banks, public libraries,
schools, colleges, jail facilities, radio
vaults, data centers, communication
switch upgrades, hospitals and park
ing garages. The firm’s experience
includes several large switch
upgrades, battery and inverter
upgrades and several wireless com
munication system installations. The
firm offers a large resource of pro
ject support which come from
many years of working with public
agencies, architects, consultants and
contractors. Some of the engineered
systems we offer are, communica
tions (voice/data), lighting, power,
security, fire detection, life safety,
energy management, emergency
power. UFS and battery systems.
We believe that exceptional com
munication skills are the most essen
tial part of all projects. The ability to
clearly communicate with the
client, consultants and contractors
provides an exceptional project.

New job seekers
face improving
employment
prospects
D u stin V Is s e rin g

In the Chumash Auditorium, Bldg.65

Watsonville.
Sunrise was ahead o f its time in
establishing safe field practices and
developing a food safety program.
The third party audit system was
started in conjunction with Primus
Labs in 1998. Since that time the
program has increased to include all
growers in field prep, planting, har
vesting and shipping to the cus
tomer and the consumer.
N ot
just
a
strawberry
grower/shipper anymore. Sunrise
grows and ships 20(X) crop acres of
peppers, cucumbers, cabbage, arti
chokes, spinach, squash and cauli
flower.
Familiar customers include WalMart, Sam’s Club, Kroger, Smiths,
Albertsons, Safeway and Fred
Meyer.

T h e D aily A z t e c ( S a n D ie g o S

tate

U n iv e r s it y )

SAN DIEGO — Good news for
soon-to-be college graduates: The
job market is starting to show signs
of improvement.
According to www.jobweb.com,
employers predict they will hire 12.7
percent more new grads from the
2(X)3-04 class than they did fixim the
class of 2(K)2-03.
However, the job market is still
very competitive, and simply gradu
ating with a college degree does not
guarantee a job will be waiting.
Judith Gumbiner, director of
Career Services at San Diego State

University, said the current job mar
ket is not the easiest for grads, in part
because the economy is still slu^ish.
"There's been a lot of comment
that the economy is improving, but
we have not seen an appreciable dif
ference yet this year, but we're hope
ful," she said.
However, there are still many
opportunities for new grads.
There is a high demand in areas
such as education, especially for math
and science teachers, as well as a
recent resurgence of many federal
government agencies looking for
both technical and non-technical
see Prospects, page 13
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U. Oregon career
directors offer
tips for ianding
good internships
S te ve n Neum an
Oregon Daily Emerald (U. Oregon)

EUGENE, Ore. — Summer
internships are a lot like marriages.
According to University of
Oregon Career Center Assistant
Director Richard Guerra, they may
require making commitments,
drawing up preliminary contracts
and realizing that the process is a
partnership.
“Students forget that it s not just,
‘What are you going to give me?’ or
‘What can you give to me?’ but ‘This
is what I’d like, and this is what I’m
offering you,’” Guerra said.
Summer internships offer stu
dents professional experience in the
job market before graduation.
Assistant Director of Undergraduate
Career Services James Chang said
internships are an asset when it
comes to getting a job after gradua
tion.
“The emphasis for all students is
experience,” said Chang, who runs
the Lundquist College of Business
career center. “Half the things that
happen in an office only happen in
an office. You won’t get that experi
ence in school.”
Career
Center
Students
Information Specialist Tina Haynes
said departments are a prime
resource for students looking for
internships.
“The first place 1 would suggest
students go is within their own pro
fessional schools or departments,”
she said. “Both the business and
journalism and communication
schools have their own internship
coordinators, but if you can’t get to
a internship coordinator then I sug
gest you find a academic advisor or
even a peer coordinator.”
Guerra also recommends that stu
dents talk with their professors.
“They’ll have professional con
tacts and networks that students can
use,” Guerra said. “The other thing is
for students to go an do informa
tional interviews with companies,
businesses and organizations that
they are interested in working for to
find out if there are any opportuni
ties to help them get in the door.”
Guerra said students need to keep
in mind that internships are not only
about what companies can do for
students, but about what students
can contribute to the busines.ses as
well.
“A student needs to be clear
about what they want to do and
have a good way to articulate that to
someone,” Guerra said. “ It’s not
enough to go in and say ‘I’m a jour
nalism major, and I want to be a
reporter.’ We always encourage stu
dents to get more specific, be able to
talk about what kind of learning
experience that they want to gain
fiom it, but also talk about the skills
they posses already.”
Individual department Web sites
often have excellent resources for

L..J

finding summer internships, Haynes
said.
Chang said registering on the
Career Center’s Web site has some of
the best opportunities, but acknowl
edged that one of most important
factors is a student’s initiative.
“For summer internships there
are a lot of people looking to get
into a few positions,” he said. “Take
the initiative to see someone in the
company, to stand out, and don’t be
too wishy-washy about what you
want.”
He also recommended the
Campus Interview Program because
the employers who participate
haven’t just expressed interest,
they’ve committed to hiring.
However, Chang said he draws a
line between using actual business
Web sites to find company contacts
and using online job search Web
sites like Monster.com.
“Sites like that don’t really work
for internships,” he said. “Especially
for summer internships they’re not
going to be very good because even
for real jobs companies that post
there are looking for specific skills.”
Internships are generally divided
into two categories, paid and
unpaid, each with their own benefits
and drawbacks.
“If it’s going to be a paid experi
ence, it’s almost going to be like a
real job,” Guerra said. “They’re
going to be expecting very high
quality work from you, typically it’s
going to be some sort of competi
tive process where they select from a
pool of talent.”
He added quality work is expect
ed in unpaid positions as well. He
said students in unpaid internships
may be able to personalize their
experience by working with an on
site supervisor who will help them
focus on what they want to do or
learn.
Although whether an internship
is paid tends to be the defining fac
tor for most students, Chang said in
the end it should be about the learning process.
“The name internship means
nothing,” he said. “We’ve all heard
the horror stories about people who
get an internship and they spend the
whole time making copies and
answering the phone. There are also
those people who do a volunteer
position and take away these amaz
ing skills and get the most experi
ence. The value of experience is
multi-fold.”
In some cases the best defense to
bad job experiences is a strong
attempt to communicate.
“The best way to combat bad
internships is to make your priorities
clear,” said Guerra. “The number
one thing that goes wrong is stu
dents not doing their research on
the organization and the internship
itself and relying on somebody’s
word for what they’re going to be
doing”. ___ __________________

QUALITY EDUCATIONAL DESIGN
BUSY, CROWING FIRM
DEDICATED TO STAFF EDUCATIUON
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
RELAXED WORK ENVIRONMENT
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG
PROFFESSIONALS

t wo«
M«Tt(TS

C O M E V IS IT S T A N C L A R K A N D
A A R O N JO B SO N F R O M Q K A A T
T H E SP R IN G JOB FA IR O N
F R ID A Y M A Y 14 T H A T
C H U M A S H A U D IT O R IU M
W W W .Q K A .C O M

Citibank wiii be interviewing
on cam pus M a y 13-14.

Citibank is looking for dynamic grads and
alumni to develop, source, and acquire
new and manage current client
relationships in our retail branch banking
business. If you're looking to build upon
your previous cash handling, sales, or
retail experience with a Fortune 500
company.

Please visit us at the career fair on Thursday

ciiibank

www.careers.citibank.com
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ROBERT
A F AMI L Y

MONDAVI
OF

WI NE S

Robert Mondavi Family of Wines was recently
recognized as one of the "200 Best Small
Companies in America" by Forbes magazine.
We currently have a wide range of full- and
part-time opportunities in Lodi, Napa,
Monterey, San Luis Obispo and Santa Maria.
For additional information, stop by our booth at

employees, Gumbiner said.
“A lot of the federal government
employees will be retiring in the next
few years, so they’re ver>' concerned
about starting to recruit,” she said.
In addition, according to the Job
Outlook for the Class of 2(K)4 on
jobWeb’s site, both the service and
manufacturing industries plan on
hiring more new grads this year.
Computer science senior Sarah
Rodriguez said she is very nervous
about trying to 6nd a job after grad
uation.
‘‘I plan to devote my whole sum
mer to job hunting,” she said. “I’ll do

whatever I have to do to get a decent
job, even if it means moving across
the country.
“You have to go to where the
work is.”
Gumbiner said one of the advan
tages of new graduates in the job
market is their desirability in the eyes
of employers. She said they are often
less expensive than those who have
more experience and demand higher
salaries.
“Even if you have to take some
thing a little lower at first, you’re bet
ter off demonstrating that you’re
employable,” she said. “It’s easier to
find a job if you have a job.”
see Prospects, page 15

Are you serious about working fo r a major
competitor in heavy machinery construction?
Do you like to get your hands and feet dirty?
Are you a Civil Engineering Student?
i f you answered YES to these questions,
we want to talk to you!
Shimmick Construction Company, Inc.
will be at the
Spring Job Fair May 13th and 14th.
Stop by and see us!

the Spring Job Fair or visit our website at
www.RobertMondavi.com.
Robert Mondavi is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

SHI

Does Advertising Work?
If you are brilliant and motivated to learn more about Market Research,
apply for a career with the leader in advertising measurement.
Marketing Evolution is currently hiring for several exciting roles that involve
working with some of the largest marketers in the world.
We are looking for candidates with strong critical thinking skills, some
knowledge of basic statistics used in market research, excellent written and
verbal communications skills, and a positive attitude.
Qualified applicants are encouraged to send a resume to
jobs@marketingevolution.com or come visit us at the career fair on May
13th.
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Top six cities for 20som ethiiigs
S a ra h D a n ik
Washington S quare N ews (NYU)

NEW YORK — The trees are iri
full bloom, Washington Square Park
is coming alive and the semester is
almost done.
It’s springtime in New York City,
so if you have to move out of the
city, you might start to become a lit
tle nostalgic about leaving. You have
to go, but you can’t see through the
stress of finding a job or a million
other things on your mind come
graduation. Is it possible to live in a
city other than New York?
Once you get over that hump,
you have to choose your next city.
But which one?
Don’t fear. Your fellow students
have done some classwork you
might want to pay attention to. The
metropolitan studies department’s
“City Planning” class has done
research that will help guide your
decision.
Cities around the country were
rated based on the following crite
ria: livability, job growth and the sin
gles scene.
LIVABILITY
One of the most important fac
tors to consider when you are mak
ing a decision about where to move
after graduation is the overall quali
ty of life. Some of these factors
include the culture in the area, the
weather and the living costs of the
city’. The class’ top picks for these
three categories were:

average. Tampa was also ranked sixth
on Forbes’ “Best Places for Singles
2003” list for “Cost of Living
Alone.”

openness to different artistic ideas,
and with a recent job growth of 4.3
percent, this city is ready for some
fresh faces and eager college gradu
ates.
SINGLES SCENE
And now, possibly the most
important factor to consider before
you move anywhere: Will I be the
lone single in town? The singles
scene, including 'great nightlife,
restaurants and bars, is at the top of
many students’ lists when consider
ing a move. Here are two great cities
for singles:

Boulder, Colo.
Averaging more than 300 days of
sun, Boulder is the place to go to put
you in a good mood. Recently
voted “The No. 1 Sports Town In
America” by Outdoor Magazine, the
city' offers lots to do for adventure
seekers, like rock climbing, kayaking,
hiking, downhill skiing and snow
boarding. For those who may miss
their big city roots, Denver is less
than 30 miles away, where trendy
neighborhoods and great nightlife
await.
JOB GROWTH
So you have an idea about what
kind of weather you would like to
live in, and you know every festival
that is going on in your top-choice
city. But don’t forget to factor in the
jobs and growth that are taking place
across the country. Here are a few
places that look good for growth
over the coming years.

Austin, Texas

Austin a top choice for singles.

Known as the “Live Music
Capital of the World,” this city is a
hot spot for music, cheap beer — and
other singles. Austin offers a great
opportunity to meet new people,
find a job and live a little in your sin
gle years.
If you’re looking for a fun night
out. Sixth Street in downtown
Austin features music, bars and
nightlife every night of the week,
and the laid-back lifestyle will keep
your stress level low. Cost of living is
low, and the community feel, com
bined with big-city benefits, makes

San Francisco
San Francisco offers a little bit of
everything, from great, year-round
temperatures to a wide array of restau
rants and nightlife. There is plenty to
do in the area, fiom grabbing an
espresso in the Italian North Beach
area to strolling around Fisherman’s
Wharf. San Francisco is also known to
be a friendly place open to different
lifestyles, cultures and occupations, so
finding a scene to fit you will not be
tough. Just hit the streets, take a stroll
and smile. Someone just may smile
back.

<. '
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Raleigh, N.C.

If you are looking for a career in
the medical field, Raleigh may be a
top choice. Featuring two top teach
ing and research hospitals, Raleigh
offers many opportunities in the
field, as well as in pharmaceuticals,
computer software, telecommunica
tions and biotechnology. The city’s
job base is also projected to increase
by 37.5 percent over the next 10
years, which is well above the
Tampa, Fla.
national average of 10.8 percent. A
Those looking for great weather low unemployment rate of 1.7 per
all year round can’t beat Tmipa.This cent is also good news to college
city has access to great beaches, as grads looking for jobs in this area.
well as many cultural venues, includ
Nashville, Tenn.
ing more than 20 museums and
As one of the leaders in country
seven performance halls. You will
music, this city offers plenty of
also find interesting festivals in
opportunities in the entertainment
downtown Tampa, such as the annu
industry, including jobs at a record
al Ciasparilla Pirate Fest, which draws
label industry, in photography or
almost 4(K),(MK) people to the Mardi
public relations. The area is also big
Ciras-like event each February.
in printing, publishing and hospital
Another draw is Tampa’s living
ity. Nash.’ille is also known for its
costs, which are below the national

V is it S O M ’ s b o o th a t th e C a re e r F a ir:
F rid a y , M a y 1 4 , 9 a .m . - 1 2 :3 0 p .m .
www.som.com
Chicago

Skidmore, Owings and Merritt LLP is a full-service design firm
with award-winning practices in architecture, engineering, planning,
interior design and graphic design.

Hong
Loneon

Positions are available at offices firm-wide.

Lot Angties
Nev* York
San Eranciico
Shanghai
W ashii^n, D C.

Send resume and samptes ot w
orkto:
Skidmore. Owings & Merritt LLP, One Front Street Suite 2400
Sen Francisco, Cairtomia 94111, Attn: Human Resources

Architecture
Beyond

Expectations

S e e u s a t th e S p rin g J o b F a ir
M a y 1 4 ,2 0 0 4
C h u m a s h A u d ito riu m
C ohisa County
C ourthouM
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I Tech High School

Commercial
Com m arclal Om ca

Retail

2130 21st Street
Sacram ento. C A
95818
(916)736-2724
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Electrical EngineerP
E C O M E n g in e e rin g is lo o k in g for a
few g o o d people!

Wcdnesdy, May 12,2004

Food industry pushes
personal responsibility
opposes l^ ls la tio n
A lic ia Leupp
THE CALIFORNIA AGGIE (UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-

Looking for a Summer Internship
or an entry level position?
Recent graduate?

DAVIS)

EC O M Engineering is a well established Electrical
Engineering Consulting firm offering a diverse range o f services
including Lighting, Power, Security, Fire Detection, Life Safety,
Energy Management, Emergency Power, UPS and Battery
Systems and Telecommunications Design. EC O M is not just a
place to work, but a team o f individuals that make up a very
special firm. Would you like to work for a company where the
President knows your name and you can call him by his? How
about an environment where the staff works hard, likes to have
fun, and the ability to tell a Joke is encouraged? We are growing
and looking for special people to be a part of our special team.
Please see us at the Job Fair on May 13, 2004.

Q

C o R PO R A 1E H EAOQU ARTERS

21oo N o r t h r o p Av e ., Su it e 400
Sacram ento , CA 95825
E MA IE: ECOM riN G(«;: ECOM E N G .CO M

Tel: (916) 641-5600
Fax: (916) 641-1640

Coming from a sales backaround, i

It's this kind of philosophy that mokes Enterprise the perfect place for me And, if I need
help. I'm not on my own. The people here truly believe in teamwork and suppot t. Here,
it’s o work environment thot leads to bigger otkI belter things for everyone invoked. And
ihot's something I haven't found onywhere else

^ 3 É r T f ie r p r is e
Apply online of: www.enterprise.com/coreers
O r coll: 1-888-W W W -ERAC

Lttkia Gaiindo, R#cruiting Supervitor
leticio.goiindolPernc com
Wn are on «quoi oppoHunity employnr M/f/O/V
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DAVIS — Imagine a society in
which hamburgers, French fries and
ice cream are taxed more because
they are unhealthy. Tobacco and food
advertisements are banned from tele
vision. You've heard of smoke-free
beaches? Imagine them food-free.
This is the future foreseen by the
Center for Consumer Freedom if
lawmakers continde to push against
what the CCF calls “one of the most
fundamental freedoms you can think
of.”
The CCF is a nonprofit coalition
supported by restaurants, food com
panies and consumers.
As health officials are turning to
legislation to fight the nation's everexpanding waistlines, the CCF is
promoting individual responsibility
for obesity.
“A line has been drawn in the
public mind that lawyers and the
people regulating are going way too
far,” said CCF spokesperson Mike
Burita.
The CCF's website and print ads
include such campaign slogans as
“Bullies used to steal your lunch
money. Now they scare you out of
eating,” and operates off of four “Big
fat lies.” The site rebuffs claims that
“Children are too fat because of
cheap fast food and aggressive food
marketing,” and “61 percent of
Americans are overweight and
obese.”
“Our point is obesity is a genuine
problem, but there are a lot of activist
groups that are trying to promote a
lot of fear and hysteria,” Burita said.
The food-industry-backed CCF
hires lobbyists to fight legislation
aimed to curb the nation's obesity
epidemic through regulations.
The consumer group helped to
defeat Senate Bill 679, which would
have required some chain restaurants
to provide nutrition information on
menus to customers. The bill failed
in the Assembly Health Committee
in July 2(X)3.
The CCF points to Americans'
sedentary lifestyles — and not food
— as the nx)t of the nation's obesity
problem.
The American Academy of
Pediatricians found that in 1999,
only 20 percent of children were

Prospects

didn't know what to oxpect when
I hrjf heard Enterprise w os hiring, I thoo^t it was oil just about renting cors to customers.
But ifs much more than thot. At Enterprise, every doy Y m learning whot it takes to run a
successhil business. And it's professiortol and fast paced. They encourage me to be
entreprencuriol ar»d to tfiink differently. Thot means building a customer base ond creating
my own unique w oys to bolter serve it. It olso nseans sharing in the profits I help create
ond the opportunity to ockorKe quickly based on the results I get
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continued from page 13

Psychology senior Brad Baker said
many college students wait until it’s
too late to start thinking about find
ing a job.
“I think a lot of people just coast
through school and take the real
world for granted,” he said. “When
graduation finally happens, they
wake up and realize they have no
idea of how to go about looking for
a job.”
(lumbiner said students should go
tlm>ugh a self-assessment process to
help understand what their skills,
interests and values are and what
kinds of jobs would be most satisfy
ing to them.

involved in daily physical education,
a rate that has dropped 60 percent in
the last 30 years.
“1 don't think its the food, 1 think
it’s the exercise,” said Emily Sharp, a
UC Davis junior eating at Taco Bell
on Sunday. “Sure, we eat a lot of
crappy food, but most people don’t
work out on a regular basis.”
James Riding, a Davis resident and
local Taco Bell patron, said he felt
that weight is a matter of personal
responsibility and not government
regulation.
Health officials say weight man
agement relies on personal choices,
but advertising makes it difficult for
individuals to make healthy deci
sions.
“People would like to believe that
they are immune to advertising, but
why would [advertisers] spend all
that money if it didn’t affect peo
ple?” said Andrea Margolis, consul
tant to the Senate Health and
Human Services Committee. “ 1
wouldn’t be surprised if they’re
going to start marketing more and
more to college students and univer
sities.”
But health experts worry about
even younger audiences.
Pointing to the large number of
breakfast cereal, candy and soda
advertisements, health agencies say
that a great deal of advertising is
unfairly directed toward children.
According to the American
Psychology Association, children 5
and under are psychologically inca
pable of differentiating between tele
vision advertising and programming
content.
“You often hear that it’s the par
ents’ responsibility, but it’s unfair to
force parents to compete with
sophisticated strategies of market
ing,” said Daniel Hackman, policy
analyst
for
the
Davis-based
California Center for Public Health
Advocacy.
State legislators are currendy con
sidering a resolution that would
encourage the federal government to
implement nutriticiii standards for all
foods and beverages advertised to
young children.
“(Obesity is) a big enough pmblem that there’s not one simple solu
tion, but there are simple solutions
that we can take that will make a
huge difference,” Hackman said.

“We really encourage students in
their fivshman year to get started in
preparation because it gives them
time to try out various things and
understand what their skills are long
before they graduate,” she said.
Students can improve their chance
success in the job market by utilizing campus resources such as
Career Services, registering with
Aztec Caa*er C.onnection to gain
access to job listings and going to the
career fairs on campus, she said.
“We have a career fair coming up
oii June 16, and students should pre
pare for that event by coming into
career services and talking to a coun
selor about their resume to get
themselves as prepared and mar
ketable as possible.”
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Country comes to Cal Poly
singing and songwriting career.
After three years with no success,
Shelton was just about to give up
on Nashville when he met song
writing great liobby Braddock.
Braddock has written such songs
as “Time Marches On,” which
was sung by Tracy Lawrence, and
“He Stopped Loving Her Today,”
sung by George Jones. After
meeting this country legend,
Shelton was able to start his debut
album.
His first record produced a No.
1 single, a chart-topping video
and became a gold record. His hit
single “Austin” spent a recordbreaking five weeks at No. 1.
“ It’s not about being a celebri
ty,”
Shelton
told
CountryM usic.com . “All I’m
about is good songs. All 1 want to
be known as is a guy who sings
for the people. I want to be
remembered for singing songs
that you couldn’t forget.”
COURTESY PHOTO
His latest album was a great
The first country concert to take place at follow-up to his first. The touching song
Cal Poly will be held at the Kec Center “The Baby,” has already become a top 10
tonight. Blake Shelton, an award-winning hit.
country artist, will perform songs from his
As Shelton told CountryM usic.com,
self-titled debut album and his latest album “When people buy my album or buy a con
cert ticket, I want them to think that they
entitled “The Dreamer.”
Shelton, an Oklahoma native, moved to got their money’s worth.”
Nashville at the age of 17 to pursue his
Jam ie Brady

I ns ta l la ti o n art
B ahm an
S a fa ri w o rk s
on a p ie c e
fo r th e A R T
3 5 3 in te rm e 
d ia c o u rs e .
T h e w o rk
s e rv e s a s a
c o m m e n ta ry
on th e n e w iy
e s ta b iis h e d
c o n fin e d
sm o k in g
re g io n s on
ca m p u s.
E a c h c ig a 
re tte S a fa ri
sm ok ed in
th e p a s t fe w
d a ys h a n g s
from th e
fra m e , and
upon pre
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c ia s s , h e w iii
s it in s id e th e
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Sony to cut
Indie punk drummer a master of balancing personalities
P S2 prices
Music

due in part to its sophomore effort, last
THE CHAM0ND6ACK (UNIVERSfTY OF MARYLAND)
years critically acclaimed, groovebased “Different Damage.”
COLLEGE PARK, Md. — By day,
With the support of Fugazi ftontJohn Davis is a mild-mannered, soft- man and Dischord Records head Ian
spoken 27-year-old fioni the mean MacKaye as producer, the band has
streets of Potomac, Md. He graduated asserted itself as one of the best young
ftwm the University of Maryland in groups on the come up, and riding a
1999 with a degree in English, and wave of sweet buzz stemming fiom
during his tenure served as both “Different Damage,” the indie rock
Diversions editor for some newspaper world is already anticipating the band’s
called The Diamondback and disc forthcoming third album, which Davis
jockey for student radio station reveals the band will begin recording
WMUC 88.1 FM.
next month.
While he and liis fiancee, another
“To try something different, we’re
formerTerp, live inTakoma Park, Davis gonna record with some friends in
returns to his old stomping grounds in New York,” Davis said fiom the grassy
College Park for a few hours each backstage of the Coachella Music
week, designing and maintaining the Fc*stival. “We’re not totally committed
Web site for the International Piano to this record being the one that comes
Archives at Maryland in the Michelle
out, but we’re just
gonna record it
and see how it
It*s been very surreal and very weird,
goes. There’s a
fun and exhausting. Musicians we
tentativeness to
(“Different
respected tremendously came up to us
Damage”) that I
and said, ^Great show. Nice work.*
really don’t like,
77
-JO H N DAVIS
because when we
Q and Not U drum m er
r e c o r d e d
“ Different
Damage,” we had
Smith Performing Arts Library.
only been a trio for like five months.
“I’ve learned a lot about music fiom Now we’ve been a trio for three years.
working there,” Davis said. “So, >’et Really, the kind of music I like is dance
another way my life has been enriched music, and the guys we’re working
by the University of Maryland.”
with are really more geared toward
Pretty boring, huh?
that. So I have a feeling it will be a sim
OK. Well, by night, the normally ilar stylistic leap.”
mild-mannered, soft-spoken Davis
He’s a rock star. What are you?
transforms into the rhythmic back
Back to Davis-by-day: Tucked away
bone for Q and Not U — one of the above the quiet performing arts library
hottest bands in the D.C. punk scene. is the International Piano Archives at
The band is slowly taking the national Maryland, one of the world’s most
indie-rock scene by storm with its dis extensive collections of piano scores,
tinct angular melodicism,ja^ed vocals books, piano rolls, programs and piano
and thunderous propul.sive rhythms. recordings.
Formed in late 1998, the band has
Founded in Cleveland in 1%5, the
developed a die-hard fan base fiom its archive moved to Maryland in 1977,
intense commitment to touring, hav and it’s been there ever since.
ing since drawn serious attention fiom Currently overseen by Curator
all over the world, including extensive Donald Manildi, the archive specializes
tours through Europe and Japan. in preservation and protection of its
Much of the band’s success, however, is materials and has been known to dab
B a rry S ch w a rtz

ble in reissuing many of
the materials it’s collect
ed. Davis said the collec
tion, containing mosdy
1
early 20th-century clas
sical piano music, is
almost 97 percent com
plete. The library is a
sight to behold, with
aisles and aisles of
records and scores and
boxes devoted to nearly
every single classical
piano composer fiom
Ernest Schelling to
Arnold Schoenberg,
fiom the most famous
to the most obscure.
“Pianists like Konrad
Wolff, their families gave
their collections to the
archive to protect,”
Davis said as he tra
versed the narrow aisles
of the archive last
Wednesday. “Basically,
they just give you boxes
COURTESY PHOTO
and boxes of stuff*, and D rum m er Jo h n D a vis d iv id e s h is tim e
the people who work b e tw e e n pu n k d ru m m in g and W eb d e s ig n .
here break it down and
organize it. I don’t think there’s any to perform to a crowd of 3,(X)0 peo
ple. The crowd — dehydrated and
thing else like this.”
“When they started there was no drenched in sweat fiom the sweltering
Web site, so they basically asked me to heat of the Gobi Tent — are mosdy
make a Web site,” he continued. “The there to catch an acoustic set fiom lastbulk of what 1 had to do was make minute addition Beck. But that doesn’t
pages for each of the composers in the stop Q and Not U from putting on
what the band has since considered
collection.”
With wind tunnels, potential one of its best performances.
“It’s been very surreal and very
Hubble robots and comet crater-mak
ers all on the campus, is it really so hard weird, fun and kind of exhausting,
to beUeve there’s an indie rock star Musicians we respected tremendousdesigning Web sites for the library?
*y came to us and said, ‘Great show.
So for about 15 hours a week, Davis Nice work,”’ Davis said, his reaction
takes a break fiom the grind of drum- to which was, “‘Really? I learned to
ming in a hody-tipped punk band to play your entire record on bass and
earn some extra scratch, but most guitar when 1 was 14 years old. I’m
importandy to give him something to glad you liked us.’
do during the day until he transforms
“We’ve never played anything like
back to his Q and Not U drummer this before, needless to say,” he said.“I
alter-ego.
cannot believe this was all in the
Flashback to last weekend — Davis same day.”
by night: Q and Not U touch down at
On Wednesday, “Davis-by-day” will
the Coachella Music Festival in Indio, go back to work.

A n th o n y B re z n ic a n
AP ENTERTAINMENT

LOS ANGELES — Sony
Com puter Entertainment said
Tuesday it will cut the price o f its
PlayStation 2 console by $30 to
$149.99 — following a similar
move by Microsoft’s Xbox in
March.
Xbox
and
N intendo’s
GameCube sale prices have been
lowered significantly over the past
three years to lure new consumers
away from the market dominator
PlayStation 2.
Slight monthly gains have boost
ed the Xbox and GameCube
recently, but Sony executive Kaz
Hirai said the company wants to
maintain a 10-year plan for the
vitality of PS2, which debuted in
2000.

That means keeping sales up and
attracting new gamers, even as tech
nology evolves in other formats.
Similarly, the company has contin
ued to support the original
PlayStation through price cuts and
new games, despite its comparative
ly primitive graphics, while heavily
pushing the PlayStation 2.
Sony says it has shipped more
than 70 million PlayStation 2 game
consoles worldwide. That compares
with 13.7 million Xbox consoles
shipped worldwide as of the end of
last year. Microsoft’s other main
rival, Nintendo, said it had shipped
14 million units worldwide of its
GameCube as of the end of last
year. That system costs about $100.
Originally, the PlayStation 2 had
a cost of about $300, just as the
Xbox did when it came out in
2001. GameCube debuted in 2001
with a price of $200.
The announcement came on the
eve o f the annual Electronic
Entertainment Expo, where inter
active game companies are show
casing hundreds o f new products.
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Workers earn pensions Hiring surges for"
with safetyworker iabei second month
SACRAM ENTO (AP) — A 30 years of data from the states among co-workers, according to
measure originally intended to retirement system, documents for The Bee.
“Many people have gotten in on
ensure that public safety workers legislative archives and former Gov.
were young and fit has expanded to Gray Davis’ recently released papers. the gravy train,” said Steven Prates,
The newspaper also looked at an senior fellow at the Rose Institute of
include about 30 percent of state
electronic database of state workers State and Local Government at
workers, a newspaper reported.
Dentists, plumbers, groundskeep and classifications, records of cam Claremont McKenna College. The
ers and business managers are among paign contributions and court cases. current list, he said, includes “any
The original idea behind giving body remotely associated with pub
the 7(),CKK) state workers considered
to be police or firefighters and there- police officers and firefighters better lic safety, if they’re not totally a.sleep.”
But workers eligible for the
fore eligible to retire with
better benefits have argued
better benefits than other 44
Euery
moment
yo
u
’re
inside
the
they deserve them because
state ) workers.
The
wire here, something can happen
they work in potentially dan
Sacraniento Bee reported.
gerous situations.
Almost one in three
everything from actually being
“Every moment you’re
state workers now receive
attacked to catching a ricochet.
5 5 inside the wire here, some
e n h an « d
retirements,
-BRIA N C O U G H R A N
thing can happen — every
c o m p » d to only about
California
State
Prison
plumber
thing from actually being
one irf2() in the 1960s.
attacked to catching a rico
Any^' California prison
chet,” said Brian Coughran, a
workei^ or state mental
i
hospital worker is considered a retirement benefits was to encour plumber at California State Prison,
police;j6fficer if he or she regularly age them to take early retirement Sacramento, who oversees inmates
com e»^ contact with inmates and because their jobs required them to who help maintain the sewage sys
is revwded with a better public be young and fit to keep the public tem there.
Other workers and their unions
safe. A series of studies in the 1960s
01-02, the state paid out and 1970s said that should be the argue that solid pensions help make
up for a paycheck they say is weak
illion for the public safety sole criterion for the pensions.
Over the years, the Legislature by private sector standards.
les — nearly as much as it
has
added classifications to the spe
In July 2003, more state workers
the 230,000 nonpublic
cial pensions class because a job was will be shifted to the “safety” retire
safety y/orkers.
The addition of different classes risky or stressful, because the state ment category, among them inspec
of state .workers to the public safety needed better pensions to recruit tors o f milk and livestock and
categoiy has been a decades-long and keep qualified employees, or, it Department o f Motor Vehicles dri
trend, the Bee found. It examined was argued, to achieve fairness ving examiners.

as rate falls
L e ig h S tro p e
ASSOCIATED P R E SS

WASHINGTON — A spring
time surge in hiring rumbled into a
second month as employers added
nearly 300,000 new jobs in April,
lowering the unemployment rate to
5.6 percent.
In a second dose of good eco
nomic news Friday, congressional
budget forecasters predicted this
year’s federal deficit will be smaller
than they had expected.
The timing couldn’t have been
better for President Bush, who has
been dealing with international fall
out from the abuse of Iraqi prisoners
by U.S. soldiers. The economy,
which had been assumed would be a
major drag on Bush’s re-election
bid, now may prove otherwise.
The Labor Department reported
that payrolls have risen for eight
months in a row, with almost
900,000 new jobs created so far this
year. Nearly three in four of those
jobs were added in the last two
months. The unemployment rate
dipped in April from 5.7 percent to
5.6 percent.
“I’m officially declaring the job
less recovery dead,” said Ken
Mayland, president of ClearView
Economics. “1 think we are now on
a path of what will be substantial job
gains.”
On Wall Street, the report sent
stocks tumbling, with investors’ wor
ried about the speeding economy’s
effect on interest rates. The Dow
Jones industrial average fell almost
124 points to close at 10,117.34.The
Nasdaq lost almost 20 points to close
at 1,917.96. Analysts expect the
Federal Reserve to start raising rates
this summer.
Bush, promoting his economic
policies on a Friday tour of Iowa and
Wisconsin, both o f which he lost in
2000, said, “O ur economy is strong,
and it is getting stronger.” That’s
because “we have left more money
in the hands that earned it,” he said,
again crediting the tax cuts he has
championed for good economic
news. They also have contributed to
record deficits.
This year’s federal deficit could be
less than the $477 billion predicted,
the Congressional Budget Office
said. It was the latest indication of
pos.sible improvement in the gov
ernment’s short-term fiscal picture.

—

Senate rejects extended
unemploymertt benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate, by a single
vote, rejected an election-year effort Tuesday to extend
federal unemployment benefits.
Democrats tried to attach the benefit to a corporate
tax bill. On a 59-40 voté in the GOP-controlled
Senate, they fell just shy of the 60 votes needed to
overcome objections that extending the benefits vio
lated last year’s budget agreement.
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry, the presumptive
Democratic presidential nominee, was the only senator
who missed the vote. Kerry was campaigning Tuesday
in Kentucky.
The amendment would have offered emergency
federal unemployment benefits for six months, tem
porarily giving 13 weeks of extra assistance to people
who exhaust their state benefits — typically 26 weeks.
The unemployment rate dropped to 5.6 percent last
month as employers added nearly 300,000 new jobs.
The Labor Department has reported that payrolls have
risen for eight months in a row, with almost 900,000
new jobs created so far this year, most within the last
two months.
Republicans seized on April’s employment report as

evidence that more federal unemployment benefits are
not needed.
“The employment picture in this country is looking
up, by any measure,” said Sen. John Ensign, R-Nev. “I
believe it’s time to end the program.”
Democrats said the extended benefits are needed
because the economic recovery still hasn’t replaced 1.5
million jobs lost since President Bush took office.
“Keep our social compact and extend these needed
unemployment benefits,” said Sen. Max Baucus, DMont.
The amendment’s sponsor. Sen. Maria Cantwell, DWash., said it would have cost S5.8 billion to offer the
temporary benefits, which would have been drawn
fiom $13.3 billion in the unemployment insurance
trust fund. Republicans said it would cost $9 billion.
Kerry spokesman David Wade said, “John Kerry has
fought again and again to extend unemployment ben
efits for workers left behind in the Bush economy.The
reason we haven’t succeeded is because George Bush
opposes extending unemployment insurance and so do
his allies in the Republican House of Representatives
and 39 Republican senators.”

Even so, the shortfall already is at
$284 billion for the first seven
months of the fiscal year. That means
the final 2004 deficit is likely to sur
pass or at least come close to last
year’s $374 billion, a record in dollar
terms.
Bush is on track to be the first
president since the Great Depression
to have lost jobs during his watch.
Hiring gains in recent months have
helped shrink those losses, however,
to about 1.5 million. His administra
tion was widely criticized for an
overly optimistic forecast that 2.6
million new jobs would be created
this year. Economists now say the
chugging economy could approach
that mark.
“I don’t think these two months
of big increases are a flash in pan,”
Mayland said.
Public support for Bush’s han
dling of the economy stood at 43
percent early this month, according
to an Associated Press-Ipsos poll.
That was the lowest approval rating
since Ipsos-Public Affairs began
tracking the question in 2002.
Democratic challenger John
Kerry said Bush shouldn’t get a pass
for Friday’s positive economic news.
“Any step forward in the job mar
ket is good news for America’s
workers, but let’s be clear: We still
have a long way to go to get
America working again,” Kerry said.
Hiring was widespread in April,
with the service sector leading the
way. Professional and business ser
vices employment rose substantially,
by 123,000. In that category, gains
were in employment services,
including temporary employment
firms, services to buildings and
dwellings, management and techni
cal consulting services and architec
tural and engineering services.
“The dam has broken,” said Joel
L. Naroff, president and chief econ
omist at Naroff Economic Advisors ”
Inc. “After refusing to hire people
for what seemed like forever, busi
nesses have reversed direction and
are now pumping up their payrolls.”
Hiring at temporary employment
firms has surged by 261,000 in the
past year, an indication that compa
nies are growing. Because of intense
overseas competition, however,
employers have been skittish about
taking on the cost of full-time, per
manent workers.
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1 Tiny bit

33 Vow of silence
taker
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Reveal
Calls for

38 Townshend of
the W ho
39 Way u p ?
10 M atinee___
40
Old Culp/Cosby
14 Like some bait
series
15 Loggers' contest
44 TV bigot
16 Compete m a
47 Winter wear
15-Across
50 Family
17 Nondrinker
nickname
19 ‘Ignorance___
51 Frozen W asser
excuse"
52 Tailless simian
20 It'll tell y a i
53 K e m o ___
where to go
57
Gam e piece
21 Bomb squad s
compensation,
59 Rowdy sort
say
62 "Baloneyr
5 Counting
everything
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1 Claudia___
Taylor (Mrs.
Lyndon
Johnson)
Ticket info
Winter wear
Tagalong's cry
N.Y.C stibway
line
Biblical
boatwright
He's prayed to
five times a day
Gibbons of TV
23 Retina feature
65 It's off the NE
Navigation
coast of Corsica
25 Mandlikova of
acronym
tennis
66 Endive, e g.
Footnote abbr.
26 J.F.K. postino:
68 Expo or Card,
Rid one's mind
Abbr.
e.g.
of
27
_______ Canals
69 Fill with joy
Hardly spare
29 Reuters
70 Westerrt
Big name in
competitor
Canada native
instance
31 Liner stopovers 71 Theater award
Admit (to)
Desert rarity
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36 Architect
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48 Rocky
dethrofied him
in "Rocky ll"

56 Great brilliance
58 Poet Federico
G a rc ia ___
Province east of
N.B.
49 Sandwich with
60 Hoosier
sauerkraut
industrial center
Abbr. in old
61
Green Hornet's
letter sign-offs
54 Photographer
valet
Adams
Too hasty
63 Hunt for
55
_______ Street,
Manipulating
64 Till stack
Home of the
Orphan's need
Blues
67 Thieves' place
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Mustang Daily

ified for regionals because of their
outstanding performances. Day,
Wagner, Katy Murphy, Courtney
Stafford and Jon Takahashi are a
few who have even broken school
records this year for high jump,
steeple chase, triple jump and pole
vault respectively.
Last year at the Big West
Championships, Wagner finished
first as a freshman in the high jump
with a jump of 6-0.50. Takahashi
placed second in the pole vault at
17-4.50. He also claimed the
decathlon title with a recordbreaking 7, 307 points.
Captain Paul Adams, also has to
do well this weekend in order to
make it to regionals.
He said his personal goal is to
run at his best and help his team
win the title. His events are the
110-meter hurdles and 200 and
400 sprints. H e’s currently ranked
fourth in the conference and hopes
to improve so he can move ahead
and beat his competitors.
“We definitely have a rivalry
with Northridge and Utah State,”
Adams said, “ Idaho always has
some surprises.”

c o n tin u e from page 20

wasn’t a foul, then I’ve got about
10 calls that happened early m the
game that were called fouls that
had 10 percent of the contact of
that.”
“He jumped into me. I’m going
to keep saying that,” Hassell said
with a smile.
That play was the last of several
instances
suggesting
the
Timberwolves’ core is racing up
the learning curve for playoft' suc
cess. Most o f the NBA’s title con
tenders over the last 20 years have
needed several seasons of playoft"
failures before making a serious

19

CJn the women’s side, captain
LeBren Martin, who competes in
the 400 hurdles, said her biggest
competition is herself, not one of
the other teams. She said she sets
tough goals for herself, even some
she knew would be hard to reach.
Last year at Big West, Martin set a
new personal best for herself when
she finished first in the 400-meter
hurdles with a time o f 57.69.
Martin and Willimena Cisco
will be leading the hurdles at Big
West.
“I’m excited about getting a
personal best and I’m looking to
making it to regionals,” Martin
said.
Cisco is the only athlete to
break the 14-second barrier this
season with a 13.89 mark in the
100-meter hurdles. Cal State
N orthridge sprinter Christina
Gutierrez’s 14.10 is the confer
ence’s second-best time. In the 400
meter hurdles Martin (58.28) is
hoping to become champion
again,
however.
Cal
State
Northridge’s Comfort Agara fol
lows closely with a 58.59 mark this
season.
“The goal of the team is to do
the best we can at the conference,”
Corkery said.

run, but Minnesota is halfway to
the Western Conference finals in its
first season as a unit.
Coach Flip Saunders’ favorite
aspect of Game 3 was the Wolves’
ability to execute and win without
Sam Cassell, who fouled out late in
regulation. Cassell was Minnesota’s
best player in the series’ first two
games, but Garnett took charge
when the All-Star point guard
went to the bench.
“ I just tell everybody,‘Don't be
overzealous about anything we’ve
done so fiir,’” Cassell said. “The
pressure is still on us. We’re still on
the road. We’re only up 2-1. We
can’t relax or get comfortable for a
second.”

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
SUMMER CAMPS
vww.daycampjobs.com

Summer Sports Camp Counselors
Near Stanford, $72-$90/day
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

Models needed for 2 0 0 5
swimsuit calendar. Call local
propeller mft. Piranha Props for
more info at 7 8 T 3 8 4 8

Student Assistants!
Plan events, produce publications,
assist with programming for CP
parents. Apply at 01-209

CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort.
i

HELP WANTED
Day camps seek summer staff
residing in the San Fernando or
Conejo Valleys $ 2 8 0 0 -f
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com
Graduating soon?
Now hiring!
Peace Corps Recruiter office hours
MW 1-4 UU217 756-5835

' ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cash paid for CDs, DVDs, Video
games, LPs and more
Cheap Thrills & Recycled
Records 712 Marsh Street,
San Luis Obispo

Textbooks wanted!
$5 hardbound
$3 softbound
Jack 805-440-9458

RENTAL HOUSING

LOST AND FOUND

Large private room and bath, mini
kitchen, nice area, Los O sos
528-6199

Lost female Brindle Boxer
10 yr. old, goes by Pepper
Reward if found!
541-0556

Secure housing now for fall!
Cozy 1 & 2 bedrms near Poly
COLLEGE GARDENS
544-3952
284 N. Chorro, SLOrentals.com

Full pillowtop mattress set,
new, still in wrapper!
Retail $549, sac. $ 2 2 5 o.b.o.
' 431-1026

FUN •SUMMER
www.daycampjobs.com

STUDENT PROGRAMMERS
COM Technologies, Inc.
www.cdmtech.com
Java experience, CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206, Perl, XMiyXSLT,
and UML preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at least
one year (full-time during school
breaks). Starting salary:
$8.00 to $16.00 per hour
Submit resume by fax: 541-1221
or email: phyllis@cdmtech.com

Math Dept. Banquet 6:30pm
5/21, Fairways. $ 10 dinner inch
Buy tix today 11-2 below bldg. 38

HOMES FOR SALE

Free list of all hpuses and
condos for sale in SLO call
Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

FOR SALE

Place your classified now! Sell
your books, make an
announcement, whatever! Reach
the entire campus and
downtown! Call Christ! at 7561143 or submit one online at
www.mustangdaily.net

GET YOUR C LA SSIR E D AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!!

Queen pillowtop mattress with
cherry sleigh bed, all brand new,
in boxes. Retail $1250, sac.
$550 o.b.o. Can separate.
431-1026

$185 2 7 ” Panasonic TV with
attached VHS to record your fav TV
shows
Call (707) 249-1907

\
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Bertoni
back to
regionals

Track heads to Big West
Ja m ie B r a d y
MUSTANG DAILY

The Big West Track and Field
Championships begin today at UC
Irvine’s Anteater Stadium. Cal
Poly’s athletes will compete against
some o f their biggest rivals, includ
ing defending champions Utah
State, who w'on last year’s men’s
competition, and Idaho State, who
won the women’s.
Cal Poly’s men and women both
came in third in last year’s compe
tition. The men were defeated by a
difference o f only eight points.
Assistant coach Peter Corkery
said he expects the teams to do
well, but their main setback is a
number o f injuries plaguing the
women’s siLle.
Some of the team has already
qualifieLl
for
the
NCAA
Championships, but for many, the
Big West C'hampionships could
make or break their chances. The
players who have this problem
must do well at Big West in order
to make it to regionals. The top
five in each event, and the top
three in the relays at regionals will
then go on to regionals.
High jumpers Sharon Day and
Kaylene Wagner have already qual-

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Sophomore golfer Travis Bertoni
once again earned a spot in the
NCAA West Regional. It will be
his second appearance in two years.
The tournament will be held May
20 to 22 at the Crosswater Cdub in
Sunriver, Ore.
Bertoni, ranked 70th individu,il''
ly in the nation.
----- —vmr will have to fin
ish as one of the
top two individ
uals not on an
advancing team
to earn a spot in
the
NCAA
Championship.
This
year
Bertoni
was
named Big West
COURTESY PHOTO
of the
SPORTS INFORMATION Golfer
Year
after
win
T ra v is B e rto n i
ning thme tour
naments. He averaged 71.7 strokes
per round.
Last year, when he was the first
C'al Poly golfer to R'ach the post
season at the Division I level, the
All-West Region golfer shot twoover-par 218 at Washington
National Golf Course, tha*e shots
away fiom advancing.

BRIAN KENT MUSTANG DAILY

se e Track, page 19

T h e m en ’s and w o m e n ’s tra c k te a m s w iil t r y to im p ro ve on th e ir th ird -p ia c e fin is h e s in 2 0 0 3 .

A sport or not? Cheerleaders respond
N ic o le A n g e lo n I
M U STAN G DAILY

They can be found at Cal Poly’s
basketball games, football games
and w om en’s volleyball games.
They travel like other sports
teams, have recently started enter
ing national competitions and suf
fer sprains and breaks just like
many other athletes.
This past weekend. Cal Poly’s
cheerleaders held tryouts for next
year’s squad. Approximately 80
people came out, but only 24 were

selected for the stunt team and 12
for the dance team.
But the debatable question
remains to be answered. Is cheer
leading a sport?
“ 1 consider cheerleading a sport
when schools are entering compe
titions and com peting against
other schools,” said stunt team
captain Lauren Powers. “We expe
rience a lot of the same things that
other sports teams do.”
One similarity is that cheerlead
ers experience injuries like many
other athletes.

“We had a girl tear her ACL this
past year,” Powers said. “She’s just
recently has been able to start run
ning and training again.”
According to the University o f
N orth Carolina’s National Center
for Catastrophic Injury Research,
each year more females are severe
ly injured in cheerleading than
athletes in any other sport.
Dance team captain Kristin
Finkel is looking forward to the
2004-05 academic year and the
recently selected squad.
“The dance team hasn’t entered

in any competitions thus far, but
we’re going to this upcoming
year,” she said. “We’re thinking
about
entering
both
USA
Nationals and UDA [University
Dance Association] Nationals.
We’re waiting to decide, though,
because we’ve never competed
before, and I don’t want overdo it.”
Until this year, the cheer squad
has payed for everything them
selves, but with the recent sports fee
referendum that passed, their
expenses will now be paid for
them.
“We put a lot of time and effort

into our practices and games,”
Powers said. “Lots of people don’t
realize that we haven’t had funding
like other sports teams have. We
compete just like other athletes.”
Finkel agreed.
“My honest opinion is that a
sport is any activity that involves
competition, and as o f last year. Cal
Poly was competing nationally,” she
said. “ Instead of one season, we
work year-round. We’ve got sum
mer cheer camp in the summer
and a sport each quarter that we
cheer for.”

Fatigued Tim betw olves get ready for Gam e 4 against Kings
G re g B e a c h a m
ASSOCIATED P R ESS

SACRAM ENTO — Kevin
Garnett stretched his abilities to
new dimensions in a'gam e that
extended into extra time — and on
the morning after, he' still looked
awfully tired.
', *
Garnett stretched and yawned as
he ambled into Arco Arena on
Tuesday, 12 hours after practically
carrying
the
Minnesota
Timberwolves through the tense
final stages o f a 114-113 overtime
victory over the Sacramento Kings

in Game 3 of their second-round
playoff series.
The league MVP scored 15 of
his 30 points after the third quarter
in the first landmark playoff perfor
mance of his career. When Peja
Stojakovic’s final shot fell short
under tight defense from Trenton
Hassell, the Timberwolves had a 21 series lead and a victory in one of
the craziest games in either fran
chise’s history.
And with a morning practice
coming up, nobody had a chance
to enjoy it — or recover from it.

“ It was a great game, but it’s only
one game,” Garnett said. “When
we get back out here (for practice),
it doesn’t matter. ... They feel like
their backs are against the wall
now, but at the same time, we came
in here today like we lost that
game. It’s back to work for us.”
As Garnett can attest, even the
off-days aren’t relaxing in this
series. The first three games fea
tured ever-increasing levels of ten
sion, climaxing in the nail-biting
final minutes o f Game 3.
Minnesota blew a 13-point lead

S O )K I s

s r i II I H I 1

Baseball (12) vs. UC Irvine (13)

W Lacrosse @ W DIA Cham pionships

Cal Poly - ninth straight lo ss

weds.-sat., may 12-15 , 9 st. kxiis

S oftball (7 ) vs. Cal State Fullerton (5 )

Track & Field ® Big West

Cal Poly - first sweep of Titans since 199 7

Baseoall (8 ) vs. UC Irvin e (9)
Sam Herbert - 3 hits, 3 R B Is

Softball (3) vs. Cal State Fullerton (2), 8 innings
Erin M yers - game-winning RBI

Baseball (5) vs. UC Irvine (6)
Matt Guiliano - called out on strikes to end gam e

weds.-sat., may 12-15

Baseball ® Cal State Northridge
fri.-sun., may 14-16

^ ftb a ll ® Utah State

with two minutes left in regula
tion, yet still escaped with a victo
ry for the second straight game —
and from Garnett’s big shots to
Hassell’s clutch defense, the
Timberwolves also picked up plen
ty o f invaluable playoff experience
in the process.
Game 4 is Wednesday night in
Sacramento. With a victory, the
Wolves would get a chance to close
out the series at home Friday.
“We’ve just got to try to sustain
what we did in Game 3,” Garnett
said.“It’s not like one team is going

to blow the other one out. We’ve
both got too much firepower.”
The Kings still were steaming
Tuesday over the no-call on the
final play. Stojakovic made contact
with Hassell as he aimed a 20-foot
jumper, but no foul was whistled
though the ball fell well short of
the rim.
“That last play is atrocious,”
Kings coach Rick Adelman said.
“When you look at it from behind
the basket (on tape), it’s incredible
that they didn’t call a foul. If that
se e Kings, page 19
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How many teams has Larry Brown coached in the
NBA Playoffs?
Yesterday’s answer; Joey .Ymdelar last w on on the P G A
T o u r in 1990. C ongrats to no one!

frt.-sat., may 14-15

Sports editor Sean Martin can be reached at 7,56-1796 or
inustangdailysports((^yahoo.com

